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BULLETIN No.6  MONSOON Plus Dated 14th Jun, 2012 

 
 

A complete revision of this bulletin (R-3) was accomplished in 2013. Further inputs 

have been supplemented; latest as [R-20] on 25 Dec.,2018, as page nos. 56 to 

57, appended at the end. 
 

EFFECT OF HUMAN-PERFORMANCE UPON MONSOON 
 

Human beings are mini-gods and every action performed by us has direct 

relevance upon our surroundings, society and destiny. Ignorance, inability or 

incompetence is not acceptable as reason for not being able to perform 

better at one’s respective work-place/ within society — i.e. in regard to 

achievement /capability pertaining to demonstration of higher order of 

Perfection Standards within one’s acquired level of human Consciousness. 

Our microscopic planet resides within one among billions of such galaxies 

created by God within its huge Cosmos (Brahmaan). There exist trillions of 

huge stars, planets and colossal Celestial objects as Nature’s creation in her 

gigantic attire — the size of which is extremely unimaginable. Even the 

fastest mode of travel i.e. speed in terms of light/ electro-magnetic radio 

signals would take bewildering years to reach the furthest point; that 

vastness is the size of the entire cosmos. Our planet Earth is analogous to 

just a tiny dust particle in this gigantic outer-space. The splendorous work of 

the Creator who masterminds & controls its creation is an ultimate example 

of dedicated workmanship in the most dignified direction towards extreme 

Perfection using & optimizing the spirit of Truth & Righteousness at one’s 

respective workplace. The Creator has TWO types of creation in her garb: 

a) One is the FIXED-rhythm of celestial objects’ pre-established perfectly- 
 

synchronized related movement & orbits in space, AND 
 

b)  The other type is the VARIABLE pattern, applicable to Weather change 

and its associated Monsoon-Cloud-formation system, which is the 

subject matter of this article. 
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Meteorology is that branch of Science which deals with study of weather but 

not in making of weather & climates. Weather-prediction is based upon 

scientific-instrument  observations  in  regard  to  changes  pertaining  to 

barometric pressures, weather-patterns, wind intensity/direction & its 

movements as detected, for scientists to analyze — but; such effect-based 

predictions  may  not  come  true  as  there  are  several  variables  involved 

beyond  the  perceptions  of  conventional  Science  &  Technology.  Indeed, 

human capability has evolved well enough to detect weather parameters and 

associated changes in our atmosphere as an ‘effect’, but; not the “CAUSE” 

for such changes. The weather-pundits may ignorantly attribute a Low- 

pressure formation to be a cause for their predictions by deciphering out of 

their plotted isobars on charts, but what causes a Low system to form in a 

region at a particular time? This aspect of science belongs to another branch 

of elite wisdom accessible only through study of workings of the SPIRIT in 

conjunction with {  Human Spiritual-science [HS-s] }, as appended in the 

Service section of this site. Multiple factors & aspects of wisdom pertaining 

to weather phenomena occurrences, changes, creation, controllability and its 

allied applications within our day-to-day life could be made possible only 

after obtaining substantial cooperation from the masses; if they so desire to 

become involved and interested for the perusal of such higher objectives. 

 

It is reiterated that Satellite/ radar imagery & various scientific instruments 

can record & measure various parameters of our atmosphere such as: wind, 

its changes/patterns, temperature, atmospheric-pressure, humidity, cloud- 

formations and its movements etc. But conventional scientific endeavours/ 

capability remain limited to that extent only; not beyond. Then who creates, 

decides and brings about changes in climate/ weather patterns & related 

phenomena world-wide? Why some countries are blessed with timely rains, 

good-weather & climate conditions whereas some remain deprived? This 

aspect of its Control-Capability: the Creator has delegated upon the human- 

mind, partly. The collective human-mind output in terms of its associated 

http://divinekripa.in/?page_id=93
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release or absorption of psychic/spirit Energy gets manipulated either 

consciously or out of ignorance. This aspect, along with nature, together 

plays the role in determining the diurnal /seasonal changes within our 

atmosphere pertaining to weather.  The vague term assumed as a ‘natural-

phenomena of nature’ about weather changes, referred to by the ignorant 

may please be now considered as a matter of kid-stuff i.e. outdated practice 

of assumptions, theory & sightless ideology of a lower rung. The need now 

onward is: how to proceed beyond such ignorance onto higher platforms of 

Consciousness to avail & enjoy its embedded merits? The amount of related 

change in behavior of weather/ climate patterns or its related effect is 

directly proportional to the quantum of Energy that gets affected / displaced 

by the human-mind i.e. we as humans are the creator for this aspect of our 

ambience & its changes; and again it is we who are responsible for its failure 

or success, not nature. This is why monsoon, winds, clouds, atmospheric 

pressure and other such aspects do not appear precisely on fixed-basis 

regularity as like Sunrise and other planetary/Celestial movements. We 

human beings should be pleased & grateful to God / Mother Nature, that; 

she has accorded us with this aspect as a portion of her Natural-products’ 

controllability, to help, suit and evolve joyously. And, we must therefore 

endeavour our very best to venture into the valuable-direction of exclusive 

Spiritual-science in order to discover its latent values towards better 

applications for our planetary existence & its evolutionary progress with 

respect to every life & matter upon the planet. 

 

 

 

One would need to go through the entire stuff at the www.divinekripa.in  to 

understand more as to what is being put forth in this article. At this moment, 

only a remedy to bring about the required changes (parivartan) amid our 

living  standards  and  obtain  relief  for  Indian  Public  is  attempted:  As 

indicated, the monsoon-system flow is seen to move from East towards 

http://www.divinekripa.in/
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West as depicted with black-arrows by which the 

South-East Asian countries east of India enjoy good 

rains from the prevailing cloud-flow system. India too 

could benefit from such system if the flow moved 

upward North-East as shown by the blue coloured 

arrows to deliver the required (S-W)South-West 

Monsoon’s precipitation into India. But, the Westward movement of the 

system causes these dense white cloud monsoon-systems (shown as white-

patches /black arrows) to bypass India by its movement as travelled from 

Vietnam, Myanmar, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore (such located 

countries) t owards  Wes t .    The updated satellite image (infra-red) of 

Indian Met. Dept can be accessed at: http://satellite.imd.gov.in/insat.htm  

 

Unfortunately, today our country is still reeling under tough political crises 

whereby a great tussle is going on within the minds of the good & evil; as a 

result of which there is collision/destruction resulting loss of Vital-Energy 

which otherwise could have been well harnessed as a correct facilitator in 

creating the desirable S-W Monsoon-system’s movement suitable for India 

and also in regard to its timely development & distribution. Indeed, the 

commonly  understood  concept of  the  so  termed  Normal occurrences  in 

respect of monsoonal cloud-systems’ movements do get attributed 

automatically as Normal-routine phenomena — but, only when there is a 

Normal-conduct of Life, performed by the masses/humans in a region. This 

aspect of a ‘correct-conduct in life’ we all understand well but feel shy to 

practice in our daily lives. Moreover corruption & foul-play in our country’s 

past governance has crippled the nation with undesirable imbalance and 

such Evil yet blatantly contains enough momentum to resist the proper flow- 

conduct of a more civilized society, although with a reduced intensity. 

 

The role of common Public, Civil-Society groups, Religious/Spiritual 

organizations and the ruling Government of any country weighs with 

http://satellite.imd.gov.in/insat.htm
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paramount importance over stability, welfare  & progress  of its country. 

Whenever these parameters get upset; turmoil within the society gets 

germinated  which  impedes  normality  &  proper-balance  in  almost  all 

directions required towards good civilized life and functions. Any effort to 

delay timely corrective-actions would result into uncalled adversities and 

calamities. Whenever human-Mind(s) gets unduly agitated, too long, its 

restlessness c r e e p s   in  to  engulf  its  entire  Natural  environment  

with despairing effects. In other words the characteristics, i.e. quality & 

quantity of seasonal monsoonal rains could be attributed towards a cause — 

created by the masses, since the masses also control nature alongwith 

Nature. 

 

If Arjuna of the Mahabharata times could utter a mantra and bring down 

pouring Rains about 5000 years back and Lord Jesus could pacify a stormy 

sea or raise the dead and could hand-out fish/bread out of thin air, then why 

someone  else  cannot  do  it  now?  Both  used  the  worm-hole  technique 

(transfer of energy). The same, in fact much more can be accomplished now 

also, its know-how is available for the virtuous. One can even extract clouds 

out of clear-sky to turn it into precipitation, for; clear sky is not an empty 

feature but comprised of space-matter which is a stuff i.e. a product of the 

Creator. This is the main objective of this website — the method of 

implementing precious techniques to usher-in Marvelous Transformations 

upon our weary planet in the most acceptable fashion  which would be 

profoundly welcomed by any wise society. It is not easy but possible to avail 

Divine inputs trickle-in when something phenomenal needs to be 

accomplished within this gigantic cosmos of Nature. Selfless-service arising 

out of extreme sacrifices, meticulous/ dedicated sincere work and practice of 

Truth & Righteous conduct in life at any cost are the very basics to earn that 

higher platform with Nature where lies Joy & Fulfillment in every respect. 

There is no short-cut; but only one way – is the Right way universally 

accepted correct. 
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Indeed, all this amounts to a tough exercise but the problem occurred long 

back when the most precious branch of science called Spiritual-Wisdom got 

vanished from civilization by falling into wrong hands as it got misused & 

misinterpreted which resulted the lock-up of this unique treasure, as an ill- 

effect. Thereafter we were left with no other recourse but to depend solely 

upon intellect derived capability which has indeed steered our civilization this 

far, but; that too supplemented with minor invisible divine inputs. Now a 

point of stagnation has arrived in our planet’s process of evolution when 

intellect based science & technological competence refuses to tread any 

further alone: to bring-in more Joy & relief to human, i.e. transcend beyond 

the  present  level  of  achieved  collective  consciousness  towards  newer 

horizons of hope & wonders within nature to realize & avail the same better. 

With regard to this article’s related matter concerning monsoonal-cloud- 

system: we need to first accept in doing-away with the outdated kids-stuff 

theory that the sea-water evaporates and forms into clouds and then the 

winds bring them to rain over the mainland etc . if it were to so happen then 

it should always be raining over the coastal areas with the winds blowing 

from Sea towards land, especially in summer when the evaporation rate is 

higher? No! it does not happen like this alone. Indeed moisture and wind 

play a role but there is also another hidden player in the formation of the 

needed cloud-system and its precipitation — the involvement of human- 

mind(s) with its collective-Energy blended alongwith with Nature-inputs 

deployed to yield the desired result. We may make strong desires but our 

desires can only get accomplished if there is suitable Energy available in us 

i.e. within such thoughts and one must know how to use & direct them. 

Everything happens silently un-noticeable to the ignorant mind whereas the 

evolved ones can sense the actions of Nature within and around us easily. 

Deployment of human-energy is only beneficial when the human behind 

such disposition, either consciously or unconsciously: is able to successfully 

accumulate & contribute its attained energy effectively. Indeed there are 
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plenty of sages in the country, who out of their penance & austerities can 

bring down rains, and yet, many do the same out of ignorance, but such 

doers possess limited intelligence. The quality & quantity of such contributed 

energy  will  have  consequential  effect  i.e.  if  the  energy  is  more  from 

negative-sources; the result will deliver rain but accompanied with vicious 

thunder-storms, (CBs), cyclones, devastations, heavy down-pour, landslides, 

flood havocs, erosion of fertile-land, uprooting-down of trees, destroying 

crops causing heavy loss of life & property and sometimes also drought in 

certain areas due imbalance. Whereas if the same is contributed from 

Positive-sources in perfect harmony & synchronization with Nature: will 

yieldbetter result known as Sanctification of rain i.e. gentle-rain in the 

correct manner & proportion; precisely well-spread at the right time to help 

cultivation/crops/forests/agriculture and provide comfort from the summer 

heat. Optimum rain obtained from Stratus, Nimbo-stratus clouds with gentle 

prolonged drizzle brings soothing effect on the human-mind as a blessing. 

Every drop of such rain is well calibrated in regard to its direction & quantity 

which also contains ‘something extra’ during monsoon which casts a green- 

blanket over parched land, which aids the: “ all natural resources of soil ”. 

 

With the present problems of Global-warming and its associated effects, if 

we fail to exercise control over the same using either conventional science or 

Human Spiritual-science [HS-s] due lack of adaptability; then it is we who 

need be blamed. Similarly, appropriate application of [HS-s] could easily 

help humankind re-schedule the onset of monsoon / rains from time to time 

using available technique of control over nature. We reside in a malleable 

Space: If we could reach from point A to B in space but if the Creator/Nature 

feels that we are unfit to proceed beyond to point C; it can increase the 

distance from B to C unlimitedly, and vice-versa i.e. everything is possible 

with the correct Wisdom and its well-guided applications, all available within 

reach for each one of us. Indeed, an effort is required from us which is a 

part of our duty, responsibility & commitment towards the society / world. 
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In this site I would be also gradually adding the process & technique as to 

how to obtain early relief in every respect through Divine inputs. All my 

effort at this stage is primarily based upon tenets of Truth & Righteousness. 

Relevant matter awaits approval from the masses as the masses are to 

decide about practicing such esteemed principles towards applicable- 

standards in our society or whether to continue ill-practices with the old alibi 

of ignorance/ inability. The Creator/ Nature can wait as long as the masses 

take to decide and adapt, as it has a lot of other purposeful works at hand. 

 

Our deficient work-standard has kept us down-below in respect to other 

universes whose civilizations are enjoying much more advanced living 

thanours. Our little egoistic-intellect has in fact even deprived us from 

obtaining a closer proximity/view of other distant galaxies, leave aside 

developing like them. It is only Spiritual-wisdom which can unveil the hidden 

techniques and enhance human capability in order to transcend higher and 

also help shrink our distance from other highly developed colonies of remote 

galaxies/ universes in space. Nature will keep our reach away from its better 

side as long as we remain to disrespect its true essence i.e. Truth & 

Righteousness. Every human behaviour governs its proximity with Nature. 

One must not shy to accept & practice this simple Formula in life to see its 

wondrous results early as practicable than to remain impotent and undergo 

unlimited misery & adversities. It is needless to mention that it was the past 

good performance of   our   ancestors   which   enabled   us   the   comforts   

of   our   present achievements; but, what all have we contributed to carry 

on with the same good  spirit?  Indeed,  all  responsible  for  ill  governance  

in  India  are accountable to face proportional consequences, in the coming 

time soon. 
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SUPPLEMENTED AS [ R-3 ] , on 25th July 2012: 
 

 

The  CORRUPTION  virus  in  India  has  rendered  the  Joy  of  Monsoon 

redundant. There is a Spiritual technique (kriya) as to how this bug can be 

mended. Such precious ancient Wisdom needs to be well understood, 

harnessed and brought into purposeful applications. Ancient Spiritual-science 

and its allied wisdom were so designed by Nature to help humankind in the 

long run. Conventional Science has just evolved a few hundred years back 

which could take the civilization this far only, yet; not alone. 

 

Our Modern era i.e. the current period running-now needs to be pushed-up 

towards higher regions of Actions for which it is pertinent to implement the 

needed concept: to be considered as “True Modern-Science of the coming 

generation” which would be perfect blend of existing Conventional-science 

along-with the most treasurable wisdom of perpetual Spiritual-science. 

Human Spiritual-science [HS-s] is the answer to such amalgamation as it 

contains every process to efficiently access & control over Nature’s 

Energy.The Power behind the Spirit & the contents within the Spirit is the 

basic stratum (source & resources) in respect to all existence on this Planet. 

Conventional-science is limited to test-tubes & laboratories, research centres 

& workshops etc. whereas Spiritual-science is unlimited and available freely 
 

everywhere in this gigantic Cosmos. One needs to tap the source of this elite 

science and bring it into applications to benefit the masses towards every 

direction to terminate misery and bring-in bounties of Joy & Happiness for 

the entire civilization and also the welfare of all life & material on this planet. 

 

Heavy rains bring-in destruction as a work of the devil whereas sanctified 

Rain is the purpose of this article; to bring Joy in every respect for the 

citizens of India, as a blessing from Mother-Nature. At the same time one 

must not assume that god will keep showering its blessings unconditionally 

forever; humans need to work for it. The simplest formula (mantra) is to 

respect Truth and the Laws & principles of Righteousness. The other way is 
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the work of the demons (Asuric-forces) which too can bring in short-term 

joys but not everlasting ecstasies. The choice remains with the masses of 

India to decide. At the present rate of progress pertaining to our country’s 

Governance; it is indubitable that the next Monsoon could become almost 

totally absent or vicious? Nature is infallible with respect to her concerns & 

commitments as it is the masses who need to change towards a better way 

and purpose of Life on this Planet or else be prepared to face extinction. 

 

So far, our good Meteorologists ( weather-scientists) could only detect the 

effects of natural-weather changes, now it is Time to learn as to how the 

wind Speed & Direction can be changed, how & where clouds can be made to 

rain,  how  Lows  &  Highs get created and much more in regard to our 

atmospheric envelope. Do not remain glued to primitive ideas or a slave to 

circumstances; become a part of Nature as its coalition partner and enjoy 

the wonders of Nature which yet needs to be unveiled. The Creator has 

made its creation this way: to be captured and enjoyed since our human- 

mind/soul is premeditated towards the aspect of ‘perennial Joy’. This Life is a 

total Bliss of Nature, it has to be conquered and lived upon as a master, 

notas a slave. The outdated concepts of Salvation & Liberation are gone; try 

to transcend beyond that stage and enjoy the true realms of Creation, 

created by the Creator/Nature: to assist humankind explore in every 

direction and deliver its infinite bounties of Joys & contentment full of hope & 

freedom for all. Search for all possible resources (human-intellect based & 

natural availabilities) in order to procure the requisite knowledge & skill to 

deploy the same in every respect; so as to bring all possible joy & relief for 

the masses — and make living in India a better region upon our weary 

Planet. 
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Supplemented on 13th Jun 2015 (R-6) 
 

 

Weather woes: In the Uttrakhand disaster about 10,000 people lost their 

lives due heavy rains/floods. Thereafter North-East and several parts of the 

country  were  subjected  to  similar  havoc  /damages.  Last  year-end  our 

country faced heavy downpour in Kashmir causing loss of life & property 

resulting heavy losses to the nation. Some states in the country experienced 

drought /less rain. Again this year our country faced unprecedented & 

untimely rains in March /April which impacted heavy losses upon crops. This 

predator of “undesirable weather occurrences” need be harnessed and 

brought into perfect control using Vedic science. Nature has become a silent 

spectator to all such adversaries & adversities imposed upon ourselves by 

ourselves; as she very much expects us to control the same — ourselves. 

 

Indians must understand that a complete renewal, rescheduling & 

rejuvenating of the worn-out existing ‘weather-systems’ is possible which 

could suit us also combat the ill effects of rising global warming. Moreover, 

newer rain precipitation systems need be introduced to bring in suitable 

weather; we need not be confined to South-west monsoon or remain 

dependent upon the rains from western disturbances alone as both have 

weakened and are ineffective now. Human beings are an embodiment of God 

and should not remain at mercy to such aged systems. The waiting period 

till the month of July for the same to creep upward and bless the northern 

part of the country is too long and miserable. Due to global warming, over-

population, pollution etc; India needs a more frequent cloudy /rainy system 

which could commence by mid-April till mid-September each year so as to 

keep us comfortable. It has been observed that some countries like China 

Singapore and other such regions get good rains after every few days? It is 

high time for India to revive ‘lost glory’ of its accrued potential and avail it. 

 

A  new   arrangement  has  already  been  experimented  by  nature  to 

demonstrate how to shape and deliver India with the requisite cloud/ 
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moisture system from North of India, to be known as Northerly Mausam 

This new blessing of nature would contain cold polar air much needed to cool 

and bless India from the summer heat along with added ingredients. Its 

effectiveness has been confirmed upto Chandigarh, which could be extended 

southward also. Such downward travel of this unique system could meet the 

upward travel of the sluggish Southwest monsoon at central India to 

amalgamate themselves to form a comprehensive ‘Rain-system’ for our 

country and also enshower upon India with its hidden contents/ bounties. 

We all together can design & create such newer Rain/ watering systems and 

need not ignorantly remain looking up before weakened/ aged systems? 

 

The scriptures predominantly & most profoundly indicates that there is 

nothing in this world which can remain as of a permanent nature, everything 

has a decay life & will perish with time. Newer possibilities, hopes and 

wonders  must  be  sought  &  explored  with  determination  to  change  the 

destiny of our weary Planet. It is easy, possible and worth taking up as a 

new recourse today, all that is now required is — surrender before the Truth. 

 

Re-Supplemented on 14th Jan 2016 (R-7) & Air Pollution 
 

 

A few months back Chennai and surrounding places experienced misery out 

of a cyclonic system which rendered enormous loss towards life & property. 

It    would incur immense cost & toil to restore its ill-effects. Several days 

prior to its onslaught satellite / radar imagery predicted the same but our 

scientific incapability about “control over weather” rendered us hapless? 

Hence we need to proceed beyond mere prediction; towards needed skill 

&competence to tackle such monsters well before they can attack so as to 

enable us avert destruction. This undesirable weather type predator could 

have been eliminated by the proper perusal of nature’s most elementary 

science (i.e. science of the Spirit of nature) pertaining to grasping the art of 

control over the  ‘Power of the Spirit’,  which had got abandoned long back. 
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Whenever we are at work physically or even whilst thinking; we use/create/ 
 

/displace the power of the Spirit. In fact every type of science available has 

emerged out as a result of our conscious or unconscious effort whilst we are 

engaged with work/thinking i.e. during handling the spirit-content of nature 

using our mind-intellect faculty; although the displacement may be tiny or a 

greater portion of the gigantic Spiritual Energy available in the cosmos. 

Human capability towards increased control over more of such useful energy 

lies within our own deeper science known as Spiritual-science. But, more 

important before seeking such awareness about this science which got 

abandoned  long  back,  is  to  first  obtain  requisite  wisdom  &  thereafter; 

needed sanction as available within our human-God system — (Spark/ Soul). 

 

We need use our finer faculty so as to get better grips with requisite skill to 

launch/ deploy the Power of the Spirit-Energy successfully. The more we 

have controllability over our human system — better are the result towards 

obtaining Joy & plentitude in every respect much needed now for the onward 

progress of our weary Planet. ‘Physical science’ has enabled us with weather 

radar & satellite imagery to detect / predict movement of cyclone — whereas 

the available ‘Mental science’ can be engaged under perfect coordination 

alongwith God to help us prevent damages from such predators by using 

‘That Energy’ i.e. similar within a cyclone — to neutralize it instead. In fact 
 

much more is possible at this hour of need. Wind, direction, speed and cloud 

motion/ precipitation can be controlled by human(s); even the atmospheric 

content at a particular region can be regulated. Rigidly remaining ignorant 

about our embedded capabilities is no solution to bring an end to misery 

from our present state; we need to uplift ourselves from a lower 

consciousness to a higher platform in order to avail much needed 

benefits.This world of ours is a big playground: we have all come here to 

play and enjoy climb upward the ladder of Joy — i.e. proceed higher towards 

the highest order of flawless JOY. The higher Realms of consciousness 

want us to ascend and enjoy its merits but we instead prefer to remain 
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under inertia to continue with a stagnated ‘state of affair’. One has to very 

firmly follow the principles of Life if higher Joy need be experienced. If 

Moses, Jesus, Sages and so many simple ones could make it — why not we 

also try it out? 

 

Trying to explore God Particle with instruments, test-tubes & tunnels is a 

wild goose chase if the target is to find God /Creator. One can only find God 

by experiencing God in regard to Its unexplainable Power, Joy & properties. 

Yes, once God is realized — no ambiguity would remain in the mind of a 

person who has had such experience, even once! The needed access to that 

spark of God and realize the unimaginable experience of God is available 

free of cost within us. But, practice of Truth & Righteousness in one’s daily 

life is mandatory to help one proceed in that direction; as the right way. 

Otherwise one may even end up into a partnership with Satanic forces when 

the wrong path is treaded, even unconsciously. Both have Power; you are at 

liberty to choose your goal. One is creative whereas the other is destructive! 

 

Mere clinging to a stagnated consciousness is the work of cowards; shed 

your ignorance by submitting yourself before a higher plane or else Mother- 

Nature will make you to do it. If one carefully examines the past scriptures & 

various experiences from our history it will reveal truth, that; whenever a 

new predator took birth to cast its evil spell upon civilization using Satanic 

forces (Asuras) — nature always simultaneously but stealthily also raised-up 

its antidote to protect & promote civilization. The potential to search for any 

such  antidote  is  also  within  us.  Indeed,  we  need  to  develop  a  more 

conscious (covenant) relationship with God in order to avail more of its 

bountiful content towards every aspect of more Joyous living upon our 

Planet. Just like scientists work with eyes & instruments as tools — so could 

one also work with the inner eye as a potent tool to explore and traverse 

beyond our limited horizons of achieved capabilities — onto hidden wonders? 

AIR-Pollution: The other predator which has now emerged to become a 
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more pronounced challenger is the rising factor of pollution in several cities 

around the globe. It is obvious now, that: “ Pollution has defeated Population 

”. But, whenever this type of a predator i.e. one which is created by 

humans: God will not help as God expects the human to correct themselves 

by controlling the population, pollution generating sources & by spreading 

the people away to newer habitats. This is already within capability of our 

present consciousness*. A one-time clean-up of the accumulated 

undesirable gases in earth atmosphere & restoration of the depleted ozone 

layer is possible using divine machinery, as explained in Bulletin No.4, with 

the help of God but he may help only after the requisite efforts from our side 

towards future prevention of the same is well undertaken by us. He is 

available to help but we cannot fool him, God has created & terminated 

trillions of such planets time & again.  [ * Consciousness contains the 

faculties of ability & capability] 

 

Indeed people fear of getting exposed before Truth due to its consequences 

but how long can one remain hidden. Truth is too powerful to compete with. 

 

There are two types of effects every time one errs (or sins): whenever you 

err you get subjected to its consequential effect as decided by Nature with a 

specified quantum i.e. in the right proportion. Instantly, one gets subjected 

to the Law of Righteousness (Dharma) established by a society/court which 

may  be  here  referred  to  as  A.  Subsequently  the  sinner  will  also  get 

subjected to the Law of Truth (God), as B, but this aspect will be decided by 

Nature (God); quantum & time of its effect would be decided by God itself. 

Hence it be well understood that that an evil doer (sinner) gets subjected to 

A + B. Please believe it that there is no escape from the effects of B. If the 

punishment meted out by A is less, it would be adjusted accordingly by the 

fairness of B. Hence, it would be very wise to submit before truth as early as 

possible. Nature has also an incorporated provision by which the after- 

effects upon the sinner could be reduced; if the wrong-doer could adopt the 
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society’s mechanism known as ‘confession’ before the public. But, those who 

protect/ support the evil-doers incur even greater sin than the sinner & 

theresult is more pronounced upon them — this is the doctrine of the 

Creator. [Even death is no solution, as the process continues onward with 

next birth] 

 

 

 
 

 
Re-supplemented on 12 Jun 2016 (R-9) 

 

 

Misfortune, or due whatsoever reason one may presume — it is a reality that 

last season the normal Winter-Rains (due to Western Disturbances) did not 

bring the required input last winter i.e. Nov.2015 to Mar.2016 to bless the 

northern part of India. This is not a matter of just chance, as the layman 

comments about the same; but indeed, it is time to accomplish extensive 

study & research into its cause & effects? Whatsoever little spells that had 

occurred also brought-in misery upon the crop as the onset was 

uncontrollable i.e. too violent — not an act of nature; but the result of 

desires & errors of the human mind, which needs be controlled. One need 

understand that the act of nature will always bring in the Rains at the most 

suitable time with the right quantity to bless the folks — i.e. which will be 

beneficial to the crops alongwith respite to folks during summer. Such 

grace/Kripa, results bringing in the rains as sanctifications, by God /Nature. 

 

Creation of Weather systems: This far, the science pertaining to weather 

study and its predictions pertains to meteorological observations. But this 

practice has been going on for the past several thousands of years; we need 

to evolve beyond with regard to human capability about manufacturing/ 

creating weather system, but; in coalition with Nature so as to successfully 

be able to launch our own needed weather systems to suit our current need 

of these times. Just like biological science enabled scientists to proceed deep 
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into human  blood/  tissues  to  discover  &  control DNA/gene  cloning  and 

various other such valuable inventions & capability for the benefit of human, 

similarly; we as human must also now learn the wisdom & skill to control the 

human Mind & Weather: to thereby create a more suitable environment 

around us for welfare of the coming generations —as a humble duty & a gift. 

 

 
A New System of Winter Rains, known as 

Northerly Mausam has been established which 

was demonstrated a few months back bringing 

cold air-masses containing moisture flow down 

into  India  from  North  as  shown  by  the  

blue arrow. This new weather system can  

also be extended downward towards South. It 

is even possible to persuade God to make it 

snow at Delhi. A complete new life to our 

country can be availed as a gift by the kind 

courtesy of theCreator/God by the much needed Transformation, but sufficient 

work has to be accomplished for it, as explained in the Transformation update post. 

There is no scope for short-cuts, incompetency, foul-play, influence, bribery at higher 

planes of consciousness i.e. in future the Indian governance must work the right way 

— the correct way, at a better speed to avoid misery upon the innocent folks. 

 

 
South-West 

Monsoon travel: 
 

 

The normal Monsoon system which arrives from the 

Arabian Sea is seen moving up North-East as shown 

by the sketch. It also moves upward towards China 

but after bypassing Indian South peninsula, as 

shown by the Red arrows whereas it should 

instead route as indicated by the Blue arrows.  

 

The few main variables in regard to moisture influx are:  
 

http://www.divinekripa.in/
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i.    The direction of travel 
ii.   The intensity of its moisture contents. 

iii.   Beneficial dissipation of clouds, as rain. 
 

Above aspects [i, ii & iii] can be controlled using Vedic Wisdom. 
 

 

It is very meaningful to ponder as to why the nature’s moisture feed to 

China takes a detour around India creating a peripheral route instead of 

the route over India? Why is this type of flow being created to bypass and 

deprive India? Both the above sketches shown are almost actual flow of 

the cloud systems which occurred this year, as obtained from satellite 

imagery in recent past to emphasize the need for contemplation in order to 

realize the present state and work properly so as to re-arrange & augment the 

weather system to suit India. 

 

We need not expect only the already diminishing /weary Rain systems i.e 

the western disturbances and/or the SW-monsoon system to keep feeding 

our country sufficiently enough. Everything in this universe is temporary 

and perishable. We need to develop newer systems which will not only 

bring in rain to water the crop but also serve as a protective guard by 

virtue of   its 

cooler influx to offset Global warming effect 

upon India and usher-in sanctifications with 

every respect. 

 

As shown in the sketch: the required amount of 

COOL contribution from North can be made to 

arrive and meet the Warmer southerly/easterly 

input to do the wondrous task of perfect 

amalgamation towards blessing our country 

with the needed watering systems. This 

year the summer temperature soared to about 

50oC. 
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PERIPHERAL 
MONSOON 

 

 

A new monsoon system arrangement has been established as a 

bonanza for Chandigarh & adjoining cities in North India — 

‘Peripheral Monsoon’. The past trend of monsoon arriving North 

India in July 

appears to have ended; which would mean 

that there would be no need for that long 

wait in sweltering heat added with UV 

associated woes and global warming 

effects. When the peripheral flow of 

moisture towards China reaches close to 

North-East India by the end of May it 

gets partly diverted by the easterly wind-

flow which takes it along the Ganges/ 

Himalayan ranges upto about Dehradun 

from where the flow moves in the direction 

of about 

315o towards Chandigarh to bless that part of the country with 
early Rains. 

 

Moreover, a portion of accumulated system over China also spills 

over the Himalayas towards Chandigarh — these are the two 

new relief corridors setup in recent past by nature, as shown in the 

sketch. This season the monsoon rains blessed Chandigarh on 1st 

Jun, as a courteous demonstration by nature; which could be 

efficiently scheduled for future. This phenomena of cooling by 

properly timed rains and to also offset global warming misery marks 

the possibility & hope for early monsoon onset in North India on 

permanent basis to obtain respite. A complete rearrangement of an 

optimal well programmed monsoon for our entire country can be 

availed for which we as human beings need to toil & contemplate 
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upon.   In Singapore and adjoining countries it has been 

observed that they receive rains almost every second day — then 

why can India not enjoy such blessings of nature? 

 

Even if the moisture-laden cloud-flow system proceeded on a direct route 

from the Arabian sea towards the China instead of the peripheral route it is 

not necessary for the same to precipitate/ rain over India during its travel; if 

nature so commands. But, by such a peripheral route chosen by nature it is 

obvious that nature does not want to comfort India even with the shade of 

clouds — this is a very important aspect for serious review as to why such a 

detour is being accomplished by nature? This has direct relation to human 

deeds.  Although  the  past  era  is  over  when  evil  could  thrive  merrily 

unabated, yet its effect persists. It is time for each Indian to strive very hard 

towards achieving the objective about a complete Transformation of India. 

 

China remains covered by a protective layer of clouds most of the time 

receiving moisture input from SW, by the peripheral route or from the West 

moving past north of Kashmir — who designs this movement? The 

meteorological department must not remain mere spectators watching 

satellite imagery/ drawing lines & graphs, making predictions — instead try 

to create weather by learning the art of getting closer with Nature. Newer 

systems can be manufactured by getting into a closer covenant with the 

Creator. Try to find ‘that Nature’ within yourself which has been feeding & 

helping you all this while? Don’t follow the deceptive western philosophy, 

instead learn the skill to deploy the true latent potential of India towards 

newer possibilities by using the mind to permeate beyond the mind so as to 

explore veiled wonders of Nature and adorn a renewed life for our planet. 

Life is bliss & joyous. Thrive hard to reach the extremes of perfection in 

whatsoever be your field of action — live it complete in togetherness with 

nature. Redemption (mukti) from this world is no match before a life, that; 

which is lived under coalition with the fullness of nature — one need enjoy 
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life the correct way by becoming one with nature. Discover nature to its 

fullness, it is possible. The purpose of salvation (moksha) is to live and enjoy 

life more purposely alongside with Nature as long as you reside in the 

physical body you possess and rather not to opt for an exit from the world 

i.e. terminate the process of death & rebirth. That will automatically happen 

at the right moment, instead let nature decide the right time, it is total JOY. 

 

It's time to evolve and try transform the Mind a step ahead — towards 

Supermind;  not  under  any  fear  or  doubt  but  with  more  submission  & 

sincerity if the true purpose of our planetary existence need be recognized 

and its veiled potential implemented for better joy towards every life around. 

Sensual joy is for the senses whereas nature’s joy is for the soul. We are 

souls — a part of the supreme soul. The Supreme Soul is the totality of 

‘Energy+Bliss’. We can enjoy that bliss when we stop tuning towards sensual 

temptations of false joy. The human body is just like a robot having preset 

functions of a stuff called the mind — do not get deceived by its mischiefs. 

 

Arise! Awaken! And fear not about consequences when you become determined to 

correct and reshape the future — to take your country or the entire planet onto 

higher platforms of existence. As human beings we only have authority over our 

actions and not over results. It is only sincere determination which can persuade 

Creator/ Nature to join-in & bless us with much needed Spirit-Energy & guidance to 

help  us  evolve  &  enable  us  enjoy  her beatitude  beyond our  present level  of 

hopeless stagnation. The time has ripened enough now, if it cannot be done now— 

be prepared to see the end?  Don’t be an instrument to stagnate the Will of God i.e. 

hamper the process of ‘Evolution’. The repercussions would be disastrous upon 

civilization if the capable ones remain silent spectators? There are too many 

problems  ongoing  upon  our  global  civilization  today  in  spite  of  the  capability 

available within reach of our society to control the same using the conventional 

methods. An easy way out is to just follow the path of Truth & Righteousness, at 

every cost and see things reshape better by itself. An even more simpler method is 

given in the ‘Transformation Update’ post at www.divinekripa.com

http://www.divinekripa.com/
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MONSOON 2016, ( till 20 August 2015 : Rev- 10  ) 
 

 

Improved Monsoon system 
 

 

A Transformed Monsoon system has been established for India whereby the 

Peripheral Monsoon & Northerly Mausam; together formed a new system for the 

country w.e.f June-2016, as submitted earlier at this site, to bless India. This year 

the rain delivered upon India was more due to result of “Peripheral Monsoon” rather 

than the conventional SW-system which was late and abrupt, with an early ending. 

India also witnessed the Northerly Mausam arriving from North/ Xinjiang (China) 

side. This cooler input reduces the effect of global warming for India. More 

coordination with Creator could deliver more purposeful results for India, in future. 

 

UNTAMED Monsoon: 
 

 

A monsoon need be more purposeful & pleasant rather than wild, destructive and 

unwelcomed. This season the monsoon 2016 has brought in widespread misery by 

way of undesirable heavy downpour, floods, landslides and havoc in many places 

resulting loss of lives and caused immense damages by way of destruction of 

environment, roads & bridges. This type of a result is the work of demonic/satanic 

forces which too have power to create weather but have limited control over the 

same. This is the reason why it has already been emphasized that such work where 

ever nature’s metabolism is involved; one must get Nature into play i.e. do not be 

the doer (karta) but make Nature do it for you. For this purpose one must have a 

closer covenant with the Creator — and the only way to get into that relationship is 

to respect Truth & Righteousness and try and engage the Divine Mechanism more 

at work than to seek help & support from the satanic forces which could misguide. 

 

Work of Divine would be to deliver an ‘optimum monsoon season’ which would meet 

every requirement much needed for the welfare & progress of the environment and 

citizens. Besides watering the crop etc. it has become extremely necessary to have 

a modification which could also cater for the global warming effect by giving a 

suitable cloud cover, getting the moisture from the Northern side rather the SW. 

The monsoon season, as its purpose, need deliver gentle rains /drizzle worthy 

enough to be considered an act of sanctification; to soothe the parched mind with
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joy of nature after the torrid summer heat. Nature will never bring harm by way of 

loss of life & property— work of Nature is always to bring joy, hope & contentment. 

 

Normally, after the summer heat spell of April-May, the ideal monsoon system 

design should maintain the average day-temperature suitably to remain below 30oC 

during June to Sept. Super-senior citizens prefer about 32oC. This year our country 

experienced WILD Fires in the forest regions of Uttarkhand (UK) but the same was 

soon neutralized by nature by bringing in moisture from the ‘Peripheral’ influx. Next 

time, such phenomena could trigger automatically before the point of ignition — as 

a preventive action programmable by nature (for UK) to protect the greenery. 

California, in USA too became a victim of this type of a predator and India can offer 

them a solution as ‘Made in India’ — to prevent such disasters. We need tap every 

type of intellect within, as a part of our HRD initiative; to derive & deliver newer 

possibilities to help human enjoy better life, than being mere spectators & helpless? 

 

Remember: whilst desperately praying, desiring or performing yagnas (various 

austerities) for Rains or for any other purpose — whenever one becomes the doer 

she/he will also have to bear its consequences i.e. take the sins of such deeds 

caused by instilling rains or displacing psychic energy ignorantly. The redemption 

period of suffering from such incurred sins could continue for a long time depending 

upon the quantum of damage inflicted upon environment/ society. Because: nature 

is very fair & unbiased, it will support the virtuous only. Otherwise, one can reach 

the satanic reservoir for such assistance. Today the (Era) is over for such forces? 

 

Just like we tame our body & mind towards a healthier living similarly the old 
 

/outdated monsoon systems could be modified towards more ‘purposeful 

deliverances’ to suit our current requirements. Indeed, more control achievable 

would require getting into a more closer proximity with nature, which is only 

possible by demonstrating righteous conduct in life — there is no short cut in the 

route for getting closer with God /nature. One may have millions of followers or a 

be great sage of modern repute, but, God is least concerned. He is well aware of 

everything and weighs one by the quantum of virtuous deeds performed, alone. 

 

The worldwide scientific community must not remain glued to weather patterns 
 

/happenings what they had been accustomed due past occurrences surrounding
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them;  there  is  a  dire  need  today  to  welcome  newer  possibilities  

instead  of remaining rigid, obscured and ignorant. The problem which 

happened long back was that — in the wild pursuit towards scientific 

discoveries & achievements using the intellect faculty mainly; the masses 

swayed far away from the source of origin to get lost and conquered by 

Maya (Illusion & delusive forces such as sex, anger, attachment, greed, 

lust, name, fame, positions, distractions & temptations etc. are all 

components of Maya). Do not go after Maya and you will see Maya coming 

after you because it is so designed by natural & created 

circumstances to deceive. Indeed, the creator had created Maya to serve 

as a tool in this huge playground but the Satanic forces got substantial 

grip over such energy, and, they yet continue to use the same at its ‘Will’ 

to deprive us from our truer substance of unlimited Bounty of Ecstasy. 

This ‘Will’ of the demonic forces must be cleverly identified & avoided, if 

cannot be neutralized, so as to regain and remain in constant union with 

the Divine/Creator. One need understand that our most basic essence is 

Ananda (Bliss) and we are continuously striving hard each day to 

experience a higher form of Bliss by modifying our lives & needs endlessly 

in this playground, where we are trapped. 

 

We need to get free from every worldly-bondage in order to reach & 

begin bathing in the divine nectar (amrit-ras) to realize our true lost-

identy: This is the trick of play in our playground otherwise the power of 

Maya is endless and its associated barren/ joyless journey remains 

indescribable.  The true purpose of value oriented spirituality (Vedic 

science) is to enable one extract that portion of spirituality and suitably 

deploy its Energy to help rescue human from the clutches of misery. But 

mostly, even wise ones — use the other segment; i.e. the escape formula 

to get away from this world ASAP using the Redemption technique, when 

sustenance gets tougher. After Salvation, instead of heading towards 

redemption; the course needs to revert back to the mainstream of society 

to enjoy selfless service towards betterment of everything around you as 

long as your physical body is healthy & capable enough — thereafter let 

God decide the point of Redemption, as professed by Sri Aurobindo. The 

purpose of integrating spiritual wisdom into each article is to emphasize 

the need to understand the importance of this elite science which has 

been eluding and depriving us from higher pursuits, thereby enabling 

life to be better lived, as long as we continue in the present form of 

bodily /worldly existence. 

                                                                             …. Contd. 
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ABSENCE OF WINTER RAINS    [Rev.no. 11 -- 23 Nov.2016] 

 

Normally moisture laden clouds from the West (known as Western 

Disturbances * ) arrive into India during 

the  period of November to March which 

bring Rain into North India favourable for 

Rabi crops and also has its various other 

advantages. Observations from recent 

satellite imageries, shown as a sketch, 

clearly indicates that the Western mausam 

is instead deviating upwards (Northward) 

as shown by the Red arrows thereby 

bypassing India without blessing the 

needed rains required in winter. [Clouds shown by dark patched].  

 

This is very misfortunate and a serious change of nature’s play for India 

as such phenomena would not be favourable for the country. Similarly, 

the lower portion of India is also being BYPASSSED as shown by the 

cloud-travel towards East moving south of the Indian peninsula, leaving 

India deprived from rains. 

The function of Meteorological department is to observe weather and 

make predictions only, but NOT to create weather; no matter how long 

and hard one draws at the isobar charts. Those ignorant ones who 

attempt using psychic control, selfish-prayers & penances to get rains 

would always remain a loser to bear the burden of sins when the effect of 

their desires become a cause to result floods, & disasters due to the effect 

of any uncontrolled rains.  

The Weather Systems are created and controlled by nature in accordance 

to Laws of Nature. Whenever the Laws of nature gets disturbed either 

due to wrong actions, inactions, willfully or inadvertently, made on part of 

the governance/ public (human mind) would setup an imbalance within 

the ‘Natural Systems’ of nature which would result in such undesirable 

occurrences to bring in dismay & misery. But indeed, one could get such 

suitable things done by a process under perfect coordination with Nature 

for which one need ascend to higher planes of Consciousness — in order 

to get into a closer proximity with God and thereafter get the good work 

achieved. 
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* Western Disturbances: the name given to a nature’s Rain-system as a 

disturbance is not good. Every name has a meaning and its associated effect. 

The appropriate authority must consider revising this name to Western Mausam 

or Weather or Rains etc. The word ‘Disturbance’ is something undesirable — a 

more pleasant name would be very wise & suitable from every respect towards 

the welfare and progress of India. Undo whatever has been done wrong in past — 

is the need. 

Moreover, there is also a hidden purpose veiled behind weather system 

failures or such undesirable deviations sometimes, as executed by nature. 

Nature /God is our parent who also likes to put up such newer tests & 

challenges before the human especially in this era of much boasted 

scientific capabilities acquired by modern science; to make us realize that 

it is not sufficient, and that — there is much more obscured knowledge 

available which need be explored and deployed to unveil higher realms of 

nature’s wonders & beatitude leading towards greater bounties of Joy & 

contentment. 

 

This is just like each country trains their athletes each year and then they 

put them up before an international tournament to judge the best, as a 

play. This life is by itself a similar play. One need to learn the art to play it 

well.  

Recent observation made by Professor Stephan Hawking, a British 

eminent scientist, who has professed that aliens may destroy our planet 

using powerful bacteria & viruses as indicated by his article at: 

https://www.yahoo.com/tech/don-t-pack-bags-yet-

160012348.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=ma 

Quote:  “More likely, aliens that could crash our planet partly would be in the 

form of a virus or bacteria hitching a ride amidst the “100 tons of dust and 

sand-sized particles” by which the planet is bombarded every day, according to 

NASA.” 

 

This also endorses that the future war within our planet or invasion from 

outer space would not be with nuclear power or Laser /Plasma guns as 

the star-wars’ propositions, as it appears to have become obsolete now. 

Moreover, this aspect is also confirmed by the fact that nuclear/atom 

bombs are well outdated weaponry used about 70 years back against 

Japan, and that such nuclear arsenal has become redundant/ useless 

since no one could use it after the world war in 1945. Spirit power can 

be very precisely guided to affect the intended portion with pin-point 

accuracy and without any collateral damages /mass destruction. 

Henceforth future armaments would contain suitable deployment of 

https://www.yahoo.com/tech/don-t-pack-bags-yet-160012348.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=ma
https://www.yahoo.com/tech/don-t-pack-bags-yet-160012348.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=ma
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Spiritual sciences; its various allied weaponry & applications to play a 

major role in deciding the destiny of our planet. Every microscopic 

substance is also an ingredient of the ‘Spirit stuff/ energy’ 

Every evil on this planet could be disabled with such ‘Specialized 

sciences’; who would however be made to continue to live in the world 

under misery due to their sins which they deserve: this is also a 

Commandment of Nature.  

That is why it is very essential to start reviving every knowledge & 

application in regard to this latent science of Spirit Energy — about which 

India was the master, once upon a time. [ There are various 

applications with regard to suitable deployment of Spirit energy, intensive 

research has been conducted over the past 35 years to place all these 

aspects herein]. 

 

Such ‘Specialized Sciences’ which normally remain veiled need be 

explored as this could enable human capability both at war & peace to 

help public avail such bounties of nature by suitable deployment of such 

elite sciences. India had a very good grip over such wisdom of Spirit-

Power long back which has apparently become extinct due reasons but it 

is yet available for access and deployment by anyone who can tap the 

technique — it is time now to revive those latent values and deploy such 

needed applications for the welfare & progress of the Planet. The so 

termed modern science of today will soon be replaced by suitable 

consortiums of veiled/ ancient sciences’ wisdom. By virtue of such ‘Art & 

Skill’ — in terms of an amalgamation process of conventional science 

with Spiritual sciences; under control of nature, would become the latest 

Modern science for tomorrow — this is the way the world / evolutionary 

process goes on, upper and higher i.e. from a lower to higher 

consciousness. Even during the Mahabharata war about 5000 years ago; 

the use of spiritual weaponry outperformed the conventional armament 

which gained victory for the Pandavas — but under the guidance & control 

of Lord Krishna who was a true manifestation of God, at that time. 

 

This year (2106) the normal SW monsoon was delayed, abrupt and 

destructive. At the same time a new system known as Peripheral 

monsoon and Northerly mausam had been engaged using spirit-sciences 

to bless North India with early monsoon. Similarly, suitable modification 

of the westerly system for winter can be accomplished which can be made 

to move eastward into India rather than deviating north and depriving our 

country from Rains.  
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Next year Chandigarh and adjoining area would enjoy the beginning of 

monsoon by about the 1st of June 2017 which has been so pre-

programmed in conjunction with nature by making use of peripheral 

monsoon & Northern mausam influx; established using the specialized 

sciences under perfect control with nature, as described earlier in this 

article.  

 

Moreover, if so desired in winter: the Northern Mausam system could also 

be engaged to make it snow in North India — for this aspect,  a little more 

effort and approval would be required from/ by the kind cooperation of 

the masses. 

 

Life is very precious which must be lived with due respect to the laws of 

Nature (Truth) and Righteousness if a higher platform need be envisaged 

to avail the hidden bounties of nature. Nature is welcoming us with 

opportunity to reach God / higher regions of Consciousness and enjoy her 

embedded merits.  The wise citizenry must not stagnate with the present, 

but Grab it! 

Cyclone Vardah disaster   [Rev.12 -- 28 Dec 16] 

The recent Cyclone which struck Tamil Nadu (TN) caused immense 

damage to both life & property besides the hundreds of precious trees 

which got uprooted, amounting to a great loss. With modern scientific 

capabilities we could observe the Cyclone about two days in advance 

before it crossed the coastline and battered TN but our conventional 

science could not find a way to prevent the undesirable occurrence. 

Spiritual science contains the wisdom as to how to deal with such 

adversaries. Just remaining mere spectators haplessly watching was a 

practice what primitive humans did long back: Why not we now explore 

other means to tackle such predators /adversities? Solutions lie buried 

within the ambit of ‘specialized sciences’.  The process of human evolution 

demands that we meticulously research upon every hidden possibility 

accessible within us to promote the quality of our life upon Earth.   

We need to learn the art of transcending beyond the bondages of our 

acquired capabilities. In fact, by now, we should have been intermingling 

with other galaxies, containing similar worlds, sharing 

each other’s skills & resources but our self-imposed 

limitedness has gripped our mind to remain restricted 

within our tiny intellect faculty. The need now is to 

learn the art about deployment of celestial machines 

which could be used to reduce the distance between 
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our nearest cosmic neighborhoods.  It is possible to have this done, India 

has capability to get this done.  

Chandigarh winter Rain blessing this season: 

The Met. office issued a bulletin on 24th Dec 2016 that there would be no 

rains for Chandigarh in the next few days, but: the residents of 

Chandigarh were surprised next day on 25th Christmas early morning 

with high voltage activity in the sky comprising of lightening & thunder 

followed by sanctified rains for several hours. There was no water logging, 

floods or any havoc just pleasant drizzle to cheer the residents with God’s 

Christmas surprise-gift. Chandigarh badly needed rain as it had not rained 

for the past few months. Such rain nourishes the soil, removes pollution, 

refills the lake and has many other benefits. The technique used was 

Worm-hole transfer, as seen in the sketch. The rain/ moisture clouds were 

imported from deep China side. Why the moisture laden clouds were 

drawn in from a distant place would need the study of ‘Specialized 

sciences’ as it is a play & decision of God. We need good deeds for our 

prayers to reach God and thereafter it is upto Nature how it wants to 

respond. The Creator does respond; but, only when we work sufficiently 

to deserve. Much more can be availed. Even men & material can be 

transported using such sophisticated celestial machines. 

      Chandigarh Rains v/s 󠇛 ~ TN drought  [ Rev. 13    21 Jan 17 

] 

This winter Chandigarh experienced phenomenal Rains on 6 & 7th Jan 

2017 whereas the normal seasonal rains for Tamil Nadu was absent 

leading it to be declared as a drought state? Such deviations from a 

normal pattern is not just a matter of chance but also a play of the 

ignorant human mind. One need to know the working and flow of spirit-

energy (prana) in this world which has  direct relationship with the mind 

i.e. its link with wisdom, power & control over the mind. The purpose of 

this article is to enable one understand the need about power of the spirit, 

its properties & characteristics, to deploy the same towards better 

applications most suitable for our planet today. Conventional life style has 

limited answers to such problems created by the desirous /agitating 

mind(s) as it cannot solve the problems conventionally or otherwise. 

Precise responses will only arrive when one breaks away from the 

bondages & limitations of one’s acquired intellectual faculty. The power 

which runs the entire cosmos is basically in spirit form, in fact this whole 

cosmos has evolved out of spirit-energy, and, by the power & control over 
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the spirit — not by scientific tools alone but also associated skills of the 

human machine, well in conjunction with God. If one does not have 

correct understanding about its functions, then one must not use it 

aimlessly as it could do damage instead.  

 

It had not rained for the past few months except for one day i.e. last 

Christmas during the end of the year which accumulated a lot of 

desperation within a section of public who were eagerly looking out for 

Rains and its associated snow fall, in north India. Because of this factor of 

Desire, immense agitation within the human mind(s) increased to a very 

large extent which was significantly vibrant enough towards displacing 

spirit-energy causing undue disturbances in its ambience bringing 

unprecedented changes to upset a portion of India’s ecosystem.  This 

winter (Nov.2016-2017) the Western disturbances failed to deliver rains 

for India from west due to reason already mentioned hence the desire 

factor of the public caused the augmentation of desire oriented dynamic 

spirit-energy work-force within the country’s system.  

 

This energy displacement due to human desire was so strong that it 

managed to deviate the normal seasonal flow of North-Easterly winds 

from the Bay of Bengal towards Tamil Nadu. Instead the wind flow pattern 

changed and started moving 

towards west carrying along with 

it some moisture across Bihar & 

UP. Thereafter the flow pattern 

changed its course northward 

towards Chandigarh/ Shimla. A 

part of it went past Delhi towards 

Rajasthan. This gathered 

moisture over northern part of 

India moving the same upward 

into China, as shown by blue 

arrows.  Here the accumulated 

water laden clouds got mixed with the super-cooled moisture arriving 

along-with the ‘deviated’ western disturbances, as shown by red arrows. 

The result was build-up of intensified dense-moisture laden clouds over 

China.  Consequently, on the 6th Jan 2017, the accumulated cloud system 

over China moved downward S/SW (2100) towards Chandigarh bringing in 

rain and also heavy snowfall in the region around Shimla, as shown by the 

green arrow. It also rained sparsely in Delhi/ NCR on 07/01/17 and at 
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Rajasthan which was the only spell of rain for Delhi during past few 

months due to the weak & deviated Western Rain system (WD) 

 

This human-made energy displacement was also a cause to have changed 

the direction of a seasonal system. That is why it is very much 

emphasized that one must refrain from practicing such strong desires 

using mind /psychic powers i.e. undue displacement of energy forces — 

performed either willfully or ignorantly. Whenever an individual or a group 

of people become the cause of such changes; they are bound to err due 

to human limitations. The wise ones would always engage God/ Nature 

whenever such mighty environmental tasks need be envisaged which are 

well beyond human intellect, capability & control: i.e. towards 

modifications or additions of natural weather systems, as God the creator 

has unlimited intelligence as well as energy at its disposal.  

The effect of such ignorant deeds are also termed as errors in life which 

accumulate within one’s inbuilt human sin-reservoir and later one has to 

undergo its consequences at a time decided by nature, there is no 

redemption from the same howsoever one may try. Ignorance has no 

place in this world. 

 

 One need to first get well conversant with Nature’s creative mechanism 

i.e. specialized sciences / precious scriptures, both theoretically & 

practically, as early as possible in life to make things better, easier & 

more enjoyable by transforming life towards higher planes of 

consciousness. Why the scriptures are described as ‘specialized science’ is 

because that it is not easy to lay your hands upon them i.e to get proper 

grips with the same, besides the fact that they are the most precious tools 

for human progress and performance. If one can read/perceive and 

understand them properly it can lead you towards salvation (Phase I). 

Thereafter, one need to practice that acquired wisdom in life whilst 

remaining in this world, to fully understand its purpose & relevance in a 

‘professional field of action’ (Phase II). Most of the spiritual 

teachers/Gurus these days we notice giving good sermons on spirituality 

but they remain limited to Phase I only unless they themselves work as 

doctors, engineers, scientists etc i.e. within the mainstream of society and 

preach to prove that wisdom practically; to qualify towards the end of 

second phase. They must now shed their robes & cloaks to work as the 

common folks. Only then, their present ‘being’ would transform them onto 

a higher being after practiced their acquired wisdom (gyan). This is what 

lord Rama & Krishna demonstrated: the later preached wisdom to Arjuna 
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and made him practice the same in life to achieve that higher standard 

and true meaning of life. Remain in the world but do not be worldly, 

detach from worldliness and work truthfully to uplift humanity by 

removing evil forces which prevent acquiring higher forms of Joy & 

contentment. This aspect is not possible from Satanic effects. Asura 

powers will only get you sensual joys which are limited & temporary, by 

stagnating your evolutionary progress. Whereas, firmly adhering to truth 

& righteousness to promote the same is the higher objective of human 

life, otherwise you remain as demons trying to enjoy and feast over your 

own created falsehoods. 

 

Moreover, indeed during the present winter some streaks of moisture had 

crept in from West out of the deviated (WD) but without containing 

significant weather to deliver rains for North India]. Later, on 15th Jan 

2017, the so expected western weather (WD) moved into India partially 

from west on the 14/15th for the first time, but with a feeble impact. 

These patches of clouds got mixed with the deviated WD north of Shimla 

resulting as a combined effect on 16 Jan morning; with slight drizzle in & 

around Chandigarh as an effect from the edge of a deviated WD hovering 

over the Himalayas. But, the main portion of the deviated WD 

accumulated over the mountains, as an effect of its substantial rain-cloud 

content, pounded Shimla and the hilly belt around it with heavy rain/ 

snowfall. As a result, Shimla and its adjoining area went without 

electricity power and water for more than a week with heavy snow 

accumulations rendering public life extremely miserable all mainly 

because of  the unwarranted desires and unjustified will-power / psychic 

engagements.  

 

Net result of manipulating the weather system by the ignorant mind(s) 

was: 

i. WD got deviated depriving North India of winter Rains this season. 

ii. N/NE rains for TN was made absent leading to a drought. 

iii. Amounted heavy losses in terms of damage to life, property & 

discomfort to public due to very heavy snowfall in the hilly areas.  

 

Whenever God sets-in a weather system the nature’s inbuilt mechanism 

automatically takes care to ensure everything smooth & fine with a wider 

intellect, based upon universally well-oriented perspective. Indeed, there is 

a growing demand to seek higher forms of Joy for making living more 

joyous comfortable & purposeful, as a normal tendency of the never 
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ending quest of the mind which keeps on groping for more and more bliss/ 

happiness. But for that more work is also needed — with respect to 

augmenting human capability.  

 

As one ascends to higher planes of Consciousness the awareness & 

proximity with regard to Goodness & God increases which help enable 

understand the ‘cause & effect ’ of spirit-energy and its associated 

management. Having well understood the same one will dare not make 

any such great/ selfish desires. Closer proximity with God can make the 

Creator/nature do the necessary job or modifications with its natural 

system meant for the welfare & progress of every life on planet. God will 

always heed to our needs unless we are expecting too much which we do 

not deserve. In fact God is much more keen to help us to transform our 

lives and lifestyle, as long as we remain on the correct path.  

 

One may continue as long as one feels to remain away from the right 

track, groping under darkness but ultimately one will realize the difference 

when time would demand them with necessity to change over to the 

better side of life, in complete harmony with the Creator who has created 

this universe with certain objectives. Indeed, earlier such things used to 

happen i.e. some could easily make it rain, evil could triumph etc but that 

was a different era where Satanic forces prevailed and that type of a 

‘derived energy’ was deployed. But that has now diminished; today the 

primary source, as a storehouse of energy, has now shifted — towards the 

higher domains of truthfulness and righteousness.  

 

In fact, today when we look at our need in terms of countering pollution 

and global warming, it would be very much purposeful to somehow find 

newer possibilities by way of which we can successfully make it rain over 

Delhi and most of our country after every few days to keep such 

adversaries & adversities under control, as happening with other 

countries? If you look at the satellite images in respect to the South east 

Asia regions you would notice the cloud systems continuously supplying 

them with bounties of precipitation as a routine way of nature. This is 

what we can achieve by remaining & working in conjunction with nature 

and availing the requisite Divine intercessions as explained in the 

‘Transformation update’ post at this site: www.divinekripa.in  

 

http://www.divinekripa.in/
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      Western Weather Update     [  Rev.14    23 May 17  ] 

The normal Western weather system so-called ‘Western Disturbances’ (WD) 

which brings in rain from the West during November to March-April has 

failed to deliver India with its output as a major part of it had got deviated 

away from its normal course of travel into North India due to reasons 

already mentioned. As a result, North-India availed only about 5 days of 

good rains whereas India should have got sufficient rains at least once a 

week during the 6-month period of November to April — to cater for the 

various requirements. 

 

Summary: 

On 25-26th Dec. 2016, Chandigarh received a good spell of rain/snow. 

On 25/26 Jan 2017  the accumulated weather over North India  moved 

down south extending to about 20th parallel of Latitude (200N) bringing in 

heavy snowfall/ rainfall over North India. 

On 27th Jan17, a rare indication with regard to transfer of 

moisture from south India to NE along the coast was observed 

using the worm-hole technique, whereas rest of India remained 

with a clear sky. Only a narrow worm-like appearance of cloud 

movement could be seen, as shown, as an obvious indication as 

a hope for us to believe that this type of a celestial machine could 

be useful to transfer moisture /rain bearing clouds from one 

region to another using the wonderful worm-hole technique.  

The month of March remained absent from rains ? 

On 4/5 Apr. a weak WD moved in with feeble rain on 5 Feb. morning.  

It rained about 7 mm at Chandigarh on 7/8 Apr. along with heavy snowing in Kashmir + 

rain in Shimla caused damage to crop, loss of life & property. Several trees were uprooted 

in Chandigarh due accompanied strong winds. This indicates the work of satanic forces. 

Only a little Rain occurred on 22 Apr at about 0230 am shower/thunder but strong winds 

uprooting trees, again a work of satanic forces. Also a some Rain occurred on 27 Apr 

morning at Chandigarh & on 30 Apr. morning at Delhi.  

 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW RAIN SYSTEM 

 

As already quoted in the previous (revised) article of Bulletin No. 6 on page 

25  [Rev.no. 11 -- 23 Nov.2016] : a new Rain system (Northerly 

Mausam) for North India has now been successfully established by the 

grace of God which would commence formation of a mini monsoon by 1st 

June 2017.  
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This weather system would mainly suffice to provide relief from the 

summer heat which was soaring beyond 450C. Residents of North India 

would need to do more work in order to gain added advantages & benefits 

of the same. 

 

 Everything in this colossal cosmos works with control over the spirit-mind 

to reach the main powerhouse i.e. the realms of God from where precious 

energy could be availed for suitable deployment in perfect coordination with 

the Creator. The most indubitable, easiest & safest option towards this 

objective is to increase the factor of truthfulness in our lives and surrender 

before God for guidance & help. Residents on Earth need to accept a 

civilized life in order to make every living — more joyous, wonderful & more 

purposeful on this planet. 

 

Last year the SW monsoon got delayed and then inflicted intense damage 

to life & property; as an untamed monsoon. Subsequently the cyclonic 

storm over Tamil Nadu followed by a drought incurred relief payment of Rs. 

2000 crores. Both these aspects could have been prevented by virtue of 

proper applications with regard to ‘Specialized Sciences’. This year too the 

same may recur for which timely actions need be envisaged & requisite 

actions initiated. 

 

Design & Make in India?  If India is successful in getting this innovative 

weather system i.e. Northerly Mausam suitably introduced to offset global 

warming then it would be also possible to design, make and transfer such 

weather systems to needed locations. This would be a great leap towards 

unveiling & deployment of hidden values & potential within nature. It all 

amounts to: as to who has how much power & control over the spirit 

energy and how the same can be engaged to change the entire lifestyle on 

this Planet towards a new dimension amid our stagnated evolutionary 

process. Awareness & purpose of God ‘within’ is to enable us explore 

‘outside’ The role of ‘dynamics & purpose of nature’ within our daily lives 

need be well understood so that it may be introduced more prthe ctically to 

enlighten & emphasize the importance of nature — by demonstrating the 

same before the ignorant world. 

      Monsoon 2017 Update     [  Rev.16    28 July 17  ] 
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The onset & progress of Monsoon has been entirely different this year 

because natures’ products and our environment are being changed, by its 

Creator: 

1. The normal /routine influx of South-West Monsoon (SW) failed to arrive 

into India this season from the Arabian Sea, as of today. Shown in the 

sketch by RED arrows & xxxxx ) 

 

2. Instead, a low-pressure system got developed in the Bay of Bengal 

(shown in BLUE patches) which 

generated sufficient moisture/clouds that 

swept into India from East (as shown 

with green arrows). As a result of 

easterly winds the system started 

drawing moisture/ clouds from East & 

far East, as analyzed using synoptic, 

WvW, CMV, and upper-wind charts etc. 

The same is also confirmed by satellite 

imagery. This occurrence predominantly lasted throughout till date 

which brought relief in terms of some rains but mainly provided a cloud 

layer to shield India from intense summer heat. Updated  satellite 

imagery is also vailable at: http://satellite.imd.gov.in/insat.htm   

 

3. This season another strange Oval shaped Accretion disc could be 

observed in action as shown by the magenta display which hovered in a 

circular/oval shaped formation over India, Himalayas & China which 

kept creating and distributing moisture/ weather in certain regions, to 

be explained later. 

 

4. But such unusual occurrence this year certainly calls for contemplation 

and concern for residents of India i.e. as to why did the SW monsoon 

fail to arrive this season, this far? Moreover, why last winter north India 

experienced partial failure of the routine WD influx from West. It was 

fortunate that nature anticipated the flaw and made an alternate/ 

countermove to partially neutralize the effect of SW system failure by 

supplementing weather from East along cold weather inputs from North 

of India as shown by Magenta arrows (although with short bursts) which 

cooled northern India bringing down the temperature to about 200C 

(OAT) in June & making the month very pleasant. The active 

participation of common public is very much essential for the 

development & evolutionary progress of any nation. This is an essential 

built-in design of Nature/ God. 

http://satellite.imd.gov.in/insat.htm
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5. In the last update i.e. Rev.14 of this bulletin it was predicted/mentioned 

that this year (2017) for the first time North Indians would experience 

an early mini-monsoon setting in for North India — mainly Chandigarh 

by the 1st June using northerly and peripheral inputs — and this indeed 

happened so as a result of which the entire month of June was very 

comfortable with occasional rains instead of the routine hot & sultry 

conditions. In order to avail more such Divine blessings a collective 

approach need be made by public with objective of achieving 

environmental transformation thereby enabling the public of a region 

obtain greater forms of Joy and plentitude. 

 
6. For month of July the Met/ IMD had predicted with great confidence that 

the routine SW monsoon would arrive on schedule but it failed because 

nature moved aside to show them that their prediction may not come 

true to make us all realize that rains /clouds /monsoon are heavenly 

products controlled by nature* and not by human alone. Weather, 

climate, clouds, rain, winds, direction, heat, cold etc are nature’s 

products which mainly need Divine inputs to work alongside our effort. 

Moreover, last winter the WD changed its course and bypassed north 

India but yet IMD did not apprise the public? Later in June some 

weather crept in from West but that does not mean it was a residual of 

the failed WD. Whenever a significant climatic/ environmental change 

takes place it is duty of country’s administrative authorities to inform 

public as soon as possible who could in turn setup a corrective force 

automatically by virtue of them being mini-gods to help optimize 

various available resources. One must learn the art to respect & revere 

the various products of nature* instead of calling a valuable rain 

delivering system as a ‘Disturbance’ (Western Disturbance). 

 

7.  Similarly, this monsoon season, till 28th July, the SW weather system 

remained absent but IMD did not publish the same before the public?  

What would happen if IMD or any such agency is truthful before the 

public, why is the fear? The public consists of a great potential of 

energy by itself which can setup suitable counter forces to bring in the 

much better days needed for this planet. We need to understand that 

there is something known as the Creator of this universe who has 

created everything in and around our Planet-earth with some intentions. 

People misunderstood/ misinterpreted Spiritual science long back and 

misused whatever little they had perceived earlier as a result of which 
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this elite science disappeared. At the beginning of civilization it was 

difficult to grasp this wisdom and it was even much more difficult to 

bring the same into purposeful applications. Whatever little knowledge 

people have about Spirit-science today is just to roll the ball with regard 

to our daily lives. Comprehensive study of this precious science is 

essential to avail widespread advantages and moving ahead towards 

unveiling hidden mysteries within our precious nature*. 

 

The disappearance of spiritual wisdom was also an act of God and now 

we have arrived at a stage when we need to understand and re-engage 

that lost science. Without perusal of the same it is impossible to move 

ahead because the effect of ignorance has created too many problems 

within the natural-ness of our planet & amid our ignorant lives. The 

same need be recovered by approaching God the Creator at the earliest. 

Nature wants us evolve/ reach it for help, but for that we need to first 

learn Vedic science & allied wisdom. Thereafter, its practice within our 

daily lives would enable us with requisite possibility of arriving at a 

closer relationship/proximity with the Creator. God has designed it like 

that and everything which does not mend that way will perish in the 

present era. Last winter’s WD weather system failure and this year’s 

undesirable monsoon, is a clear indication of an effect which also 

caused drying up of various lakes/ reservoirs. It be well understood that 

purposeful energy deployment towards creating weather systems are 

possible by nature*. We can together design to make any type of 

weather to rain at any time to suit us, but it has to be done in 

conjunction with Nature (God), not alone; please be very clear about 

this. 

 

It takes tedious years of immense study, almost a lifetime’s effort, to 

get substantial understanding about Spiritual-science /nature* and, 

thereafter it application into action would further require a colossal 

effort. That is why it is strongly suggested that a very simple way is 

prescribed in the ‘Transformation Update’ at this site. Just try it out and 

see how one can get nature to work more rapidly/ noticeably for our 

welfare & progress. 

 

People responsible to bring relief to the public by their administrative 

controls are the ones who would incur heavy sins if they fail to correct 

the various past errors and provide the public with everything that 

pertains to the principles of Truth & laws of Righteousness because that 
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is the way for future progress. Such design for the present period has 

been established by God — one need to learn and tread along that 

correct way or face the wrath of nature. Time has changed: the corrupt 

and wicked ones have to be corrected by bringing them before justice — 

as a will and the way of God, so featured for our better future. But, if 

one chooses to remain stuck under past inertia then one must wait and 

watch the show before the eyes.  

 

One need to get good grips with knowledge about various functions of 

mind & matter, dark energy & dark matter. Also it is extremely 

important to learn about Maya, Jiva, Jivatma, Atma, Paramatma for 

which requisite knowledge could also be obtained from the Vedas, 

Upanishads and various ancient scriptures. Thereafter that 

information/knowledge is to be efficiently practiced within our daily lives 

for transforming our present being; only thereafter one can understand 

and reach higher planes i.e. towards the ultimate. One may spend 

countless hours upon research using test-tubes and laboratories but 

such effort to reach the Divine will always remain futile — one need to 

explore every possible way to experience God stuff within. There is no 

other way out, it is tough but that is the only way made so by the 

Creator. You need not have satellite images and various other 

instruments or isobar charts to predict monsoon — just reach those 

higher levels and you can easily experience every play of Nature 

‘within’.  

 

Whatever is conceived/ perceived or manufactured within can also get 

projected outside-you in space to take necessary shapes & forms? This 

is the greatest advantage & wonder of Specialized Sciences. The 

ignorant world/people who moved away from exploring this elite 

wisdom when it became too tough to grasp; need now get back in 

pursuit of the same to experience ‘that’ more enjoyable portion of our 

life contained within higher planes of consciousness. Otherwise, without 

‘that’ objective indeed one always has the choice to return back empty 

handed from where one had come long back, but that too has a tough 

proviso. Today the era has changed, the time-period for tricks & foul-

play has ended. The source from which Spirit-Energy influx could be 

obtained towards achieving various suitable applications has been 

transferred to another section of a power storage-house which is 

contained & controlled better within the domains of truth, fair-play & 

purity (evolution). Attained conventional science and humankind need 
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to revolve & evolve around another higher resource now onward — 

which would yield a more correct way of life as established by the 

Creator for the purpose of “continuation of life upon this Planet”. 

This is achievable by using human wisdom & experience within, and 

outside; by making full use and consultations with valuable scriptures, 

as a referral. The whole objective of human life is to arise higher and 

higher to continue availing higher experiences & forms of Joy, both 

spiritually & materialistically, and, to extract precious substances along 

higher skills within nature; making it possible to modify our planet as a 

better place to live in, instead of groping under darkness and aiming at 

redemption alone. 

 

The various types of Clouds present within our atmosphere are 

formations as a result of spirit-energy, created either ignorantly or 

willfully by us i.e. nature* in and around us. But to make clouds move 

in a certain direction requires another type of such energy and to make 

clouds precipitate down as rain again requires a different type of 

energy. Lack of complete control over such energy could make clouds 

to form but they may float away like it is happening today at many 

places. Moreover, this season all the weather is arriving into India from 

East instead of West i.e. not by the South-west monsoon system; this 

will have a different effect upon India/ planet, which time will show. If 

no rain occurs over a region for more than 7 consecutive days, it may 

not be termed as a normal monsoon season. If it is either raining too 

much or too little at a place; it be considered as a work of the 

devil/ satanic forces. An IDEAL monsoon should commence in June all 

over India and thereafter it should mainly remain cloudy with suitable 

/desirable rains every few days to fetch relief from the summer heat, 

effects of global warming and avail various other benefits. 

 

Lack of control over this type of an “application of energy” i.e. over the 

formation of clouds and its associated suitable precipitation: would 

result either as drought at some places or excessive downpour causing 

floods, havoc and misery. Such errors must be detected & suitably 

rectified using wisdom & skill with application of every possible science. 

Control over such creative energy is an automatic process of Nature, 

yet, in conjunction with human output; i.e. upon desire & deeds of 

citizens within a region. One must not remain under an impression or 

under the cloud of ignorance that nature is bound to deliver us clouds & 
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rain as it was happening in past routine i.e just like the fixed rhythmic 

celestial display of heavenly objects. 

  

Do not remain convinced by theories (like El Nino effect) to be a cause 

of variation in cloud formation, its movement or rain due to ocean 

warming as a cause of climate change. Pre-historic records reveal that 

India had droughts in many places “for years” even without global 

warming because the variable products of nature such as clouds, winds, 

rain etc. are an outcome mainly as a result out of human deeds? If 

human deeds are unsatisfactory as required for a normal evolutionary 

process; Nature’s contribution will automatically cease or lean away 

resulting misery due to misdeeds upon that part of citizenry. Hence, it is 

very important for the administrative authorities to correct the wrong 

doers by bringing them to justice as early as possible — well 

demonstrated by Nature time and again.  

 

To get into a closer understanding with the Creator of this colossal 

cosmos and get better grips over the complete process of creating 

appropriate type of clouds, getting them over a needed location and 

suitably diffusing the same to make it rain requires adequate knowledge 

& practice with regard to Gyan-yoga, Karam-yoga, Bhakti-yoga & Raja-

yoga. Whereas, the finer portion of Rajyogic science is an extremely 

precarious subject which is a difficult course of discipline for 

understanding. This should be practiced ONLY under approval & 

conjunction with God (with integration of extreme higher rungs of 

Consciousness) otherwise there are too many types of problems. God 

has designed it like that to prevent easy access and misuse. 

 

Please do not take it for granted that all which used to happen earlier 

would continue happening in future also. An ERA change has taken 

place where the source of energy supply mainly vests within the 

positive side of lifestyle. Days of negativity i.e. satanic energy 

powerhouse is becoming redundant (diminishing). Henceforth the ones 

with virtuous deeds would be able to prevail more comfortably whereas 

the crooked & evil ones would begin experiencing the effects of nature 

to make them understand the beginning of their end, as a part of 

evolution. This phenomenon is an effect of Maya & Yoga-Maya — so 

designed by the Creator. The unlimited Power+Ananda (bliss) of 

SUPREME-SOUL cannot be seen or explained but an infinitesimal glimpse 
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of it could be experienced to enable one realize the gigantic-ness of its 

power-potential contained within itself as Spirit-Energy.  

 

* nature: The word nature used in this site means prakriti. This is the result as an 

effect of spirit-energy created & controlled by God/Nature/Creator (parusha) which 

also uses inputs from the residents of this planet as a contributory /participative 

process, so designed by the Creator. Human beings are also mini-gods as they 

possess within them a substance called god-stuff (soul/atma) but would always 

remain limited with respect to acquired consciousness i.e. intelligence, power & 

capability. Human beings have a choice whether to return/merge back to its point of 

origin or proceed towards higher planes. 

 

Human consciousness can continuously evolve towards higher & higher planes of 

consciousness if one seeketh to accomplish great wonders for the welfare of life upon 

earth. Such individual would be required to undergo extreme hardships & sacrifices for 

the sake of truth & righteousness. But, yet, the design of God’s play is such that even if 

one reaches high levels the individual would be constrained to remain guided — to 

desist from every temptation and only make God decide and be the doer, with respect to 

any supernatural task much required for continuation of life upon this weary planet. The 

purpose of introducing spirit-science in this article is to indicate that the time has arrived 

for our wiser citizenry to envisage the necessity towards  exploring & extracting latent 

values stored deep within the chests of precious wisdom — for making it possible to 

avail the much needed engagement of Divine in order to make life more comfortable & 

purposeful on this planet. 

Art of Creation of Weather     [  Rev.17   21 Sept. 17  ] 

 

Conventional science has been fairly effective with regard to 

observation, prediction & collecting data pertaining to formation of 

weather systems, rain & their associated effects upon our planet earth. 

It is now time for weather pundits & scientists to discover latent 

possibilities beyond present limitations; i.e. look towards getting grips 

about attaining a technique with regard to creating weather, the 

correct way. We need to explore as to what ‘actually’ causes the 

creation of weather i.e. how & why weather /clouds get created in a 

certain manner as observed in the skies. This venture would able 

humankind improve upon gathered wisdom pertaining to meteorology 

towards transforming every life upon our Earth.  

 

When meteorologists refer to a certain weather system /cloud pattern 

or rain, stating unclearly that, “it occurred as a result due to a low 

pressure” at a certain region — is not enough now. We must now 
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know what has caused such LOW pressure to form or to have taken a 

certain shape over a region. Similarly we need to learn the technique 

to neutralize the impending effect of a low, depression, cyclone over a 

region so as to avoid its devastation due to storms, floods and also 

which causes uncontrollable immense damage to life and property 

every year.  

 

Our human capability must be able to create a LOW pressure area and 

also capable to move winds in a certain direction most suitable so as to 

be able to design & create weather of our choice with objective to avail 

more effective weather systems needed. In other words, it is time now 

to evolve beyond our present achievement of predictions & guesswork. 

Be more professional, precise and determined to explore every new 

possibility hidden deep within nature’s garb of wisdom, bounties & 

wonders. Effort is required to correlate and deploy wisdom pertaining 

to Vedic & conventional science suitably under the blending of perfect 

harmony towards more desirable solutions which are needed for 

onward evolutionary progress with respect to every life upon our Earth 

/ planet.  

 

The ill-effects of Global warming & untamed weather could increase 

our misery beyond expectations in future, which need be mitigated, 

either by: 

i. Creating a protective cloud shield between Sun & Earth or 

ii. A process by which the intensity of Sun heat radiation/ 

generation output could be reduced, i.e. something like an oven 

regulator, but that may not be possible at this moment. (although this 

is also possible) 

Hence an easier possibility within reach of accessible wisdom be 

sought to successfully obtain skill/ capability by which it could be 

possible to create weather/clouds in order to protect us from the 

summer heat and also enable us avail its various other associated 

benefits in the most desirable, suitable & optimum manner. In fact, 

present circumstances reveal that Nature had designed our lives & 

world such; that, we toil very hard to find a remedy to every problem 

for which: 

 

a) One has to first get grips with that wisdom by which one could 

approach towards the Creator — the master-player hiding within 

us. 
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b) Then find God the Creator.  

 

c) Then interact with Him suitably: this is possible by virtue of 

either intense study of ancient scriptures or thru direct 

perception technique, indeed the latter is tougher. 

 
d) Thereafter it could be possible to acquire requisite technique to 

develop a constant covenant-ship with the Creator by which we 

could together succeed in creating an innovative process within 

our human system in the form of perceptible & valuable Energy-

Power. 

 
e) one need realize the art of transferring that created precious 

Energy to manifest outside for suitable applications, but only 

under perfect coalition & guidance of God, never alone because 

our capability & intellect will always remain limited although our 

soul is a part of the Supreme Soul. The creator has made it like 

that; i.e. there is no way to change it as we are a part of Him, all 

are destined to return. 

 

Every scripture has indicated the path of redemption/mukti as the 

OBJECTIVE of life either before, or after obtaining salvation/ moksha — 

as a routine way of life. Lot many evolved people quit the world to join 

ashrams to tread their final path towards availing mukti as a respite 

from worldly impact & endless problems. Great sages so decided and 

went away at early age. Maybe it was so designed that way by god for 

that period of time. But a century back it seems that Sri Aurobindo 

correctly professed the idea of a different path after salvation which 

would also in addition; transform every life upon this planet — by 

continuing collective human effort towards higher planes of 

consciousness from where one could avail Divine intercessions i.e. 

from that platform from where precious Divine Spirit-Energy could be 

released/ unleashed upon our planet as a blessing much required 

towards the necessary transformation.  

 

Spirit energy is the life force for every existence on earth & entire 

cosmos (brahmaan). More the Energy released upon earth — the 

better would be the output from earth/soil with regard to every 

substance i.e. crop, water, oil, minerals etc. as a result of which the 

present shortage can be mitigated. Such process of enhanced living 
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conditions is not an easy proposition in this world when masses refuse 

to progress/ accept a higher way of life — it is indeed very tough to 

get the job done, hence:  

 

i. Their effects have to be neutralized, as prescribed in the Gita.  

 

ii. After obtaining salvation, one need work under guidance to 

obtain divine blessings and become a humble instrument 

(sevak) of God with sole purpose to serve / uplift the weak and 

the downtrodden.  

 
It may at times appear tough, just as hammering the head against 

rocks, but the door will open. A sacrificial, gallant determination & 

commitment could ultimately appease God to activate the process of 

release of Divine Power, in the form of spirit-energy as blessing/Kripa, 

which may be partly, and /or slowly: as the SECOND phase activation 

for this planet. Pre-historic scientific records indicate the recurrence of 

such events which took place upon earth within the presence of 

humankind, long back. Its past occurrences could also be experienced 

now to prove its genuineness.  

 

Upon failure of this method, it would mean; the need for God to trigger 

the FINAL phase — which would compel the Creator to manifest itself 

in any form, as in past, and as promised in the scriptures; do 

everything needed: either for the purpose of continuation of a more 

purposeful life upon this planet or towards a major catastrophe / 

maha-pralay, as done in past countless times. It is for God the Creator 

to decide as God knows the contents of the masses i.e. whether they 

deserve an up-liftment or an end. God has given more than sufficient 

opportunities for the masses to evolve at their own with help of 

available wisdom & capability. God is in no mood now to make any 

compromise with ones who choose not to arise beyond their self-

created bondages of stagnation, misery and ignorance.  

 

 

KRISHNA (iswarya-prakat-rupa):   [ related information ] 

 

The Result of a process by which the Supreme-Soul manifests itself 

into a noticeable supernatural power — either into a body-form or a 

formless energy-format for the purpose of performing specialized 
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task(s) towards welfare of humankind, is termed Krishna(prakat-rupa) 

by ancient scriptures as recorded in scriptures. For such purpose one 

need not approach the Supreme-Soul because you are yourself the 

supreme (after realisation) i.e. one can obtain nothing by praying 

before the supreme for accomplishing a colossal task or for obtaining a 

higher capability/wisdom. Hence, pray before ‘that’ effect called 

Krishna, which is unlimited with regard to intellect & power, for ‘that’ 

Krishna to manifest with a purpose. It can only be done if ‘that’ 

Krishna deems it purposeful, as it could bless in any form. All other 

respectful gods & deities remain beneath Krishna, as a 

vessel/vehicle/instrument of limitedness. But, in order to approach 

‘that’ Krishna one need ascend to higher planes of consciousness. The 

higher one ascends the greater tasks one can avail. God does not care 

as to how many followers, power or wealth you possess because these 

are all obtained from nature’s created-stuff called materialism i.e. 

maya (prakriti). Such stuff would always remain contained amidst 

lower rungs of consciousness. You have to shed such rungs of life 

which are actually fooling and preventing your progress to enable 

Transform your ‘being’ and getting into a closer proximity with ‘that’ — 

which is called-Krishna.  

 

The virtuous one can obtain superior wisdom & capability i.e. the finer 

portion of human life only thru direct perception for which one need 

practice the contents of truth & righteousness as prescribed in Vedic 

scriptures/ Laws of Truth & Righteousness i.e. to make finer nectar 

ooze out of its concealment. Purity, love, sacrifices, surrender & 

devotion (bhakti) is extremely important. It is totally absurd & 

impossible for anyone to escape from the powerful clutches of 

illusionary world/ Maya even though one may achieve the best of 

virtues but would yet, continue to remain under the influence of Maya.  

It is only absolute submission & devotion before the almighty which 

may enable one avail its blessings sufficiently enough which could 

release one out of the invincible bondages of Maya: thereafter, it 

remains upto God, whether it wants to lift you to higher planes to 

serve as his instrument in this materialistic & illusionary (maya-

vic)/illusory world or grant you perennial freedom from re-births.  

 

Scientists may go on toiling endlessly building workshops & test-tubes 

(CERNs) of any magnitude but it would always remain impossible to 

permeate beyond the boundaries of human limitations to create ‘that’ 
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precious and elusive Energy which could significantly supplement or 

suitably modify our present resources easily and change our complete 

lifestyle. But, once you transcend to planes of higher consciousness 

you could also create any type of clouds/ weather, and much more, as 

required; for the purpose of welfare of this planet, using Divine 

intercessions. Also, the much needed deployment of celestial 

machinery is possible to free earth from presence of CO2 and 

undesirable waste gases. 

 

If you carefully analyze this article you would accept that such 

presentation of information, knowledge & wisdom which could result 

spiritual amalgamation with conventional science has never ever before 

been made as done herein because earlier the time & need never so 

warranted its necessity, perhaps. But today, the planet and its occupants 

are being faced by an imperious need & challenge to obtain a suitable 

transformation; as a good replenishment for its exhausted systems for 

the purpose of continuation of a better life for all upon this earth / 

planet.  

 

This art of ‘Modern Spirituality’ defines the process by which it is possible 

to make proper & suitable effort to infuse spiritual science deep into our 

works in a manner which would enhance human capability & endeavors 

towards availing more joyous & purposeful living by modifying the 

natural properties within and outside our environment using technique 

which is already within our reach. The prime objective of human life need 

be changed from the earlier route of seeking Redemption (mukti) 

towards a novel resolution of Universal Transformation for the entire life 

upon this weary planet. Hence, the present-time demands need to 

explore each and every possibility towards arriving at any such 

proposition which could mitigate the on-going endless misery and 

hopelessness thrust upon us and our planet— due to ill-effects of our 

prolonged ignorance & misdeeds.  

 

Fortunately India is well placed at the threshold for initiating a big new 

change as the leading player in this nature’s playground using latent 

values of its precious wisdom and heritage, which need be placed before 

the global public to understand & realize the importance of this new 

game which could transform the entire life upon and around our tiny and 

lone planet desperately seeking newer breaths by inauguration of newer 

horizons. This wonder is only practicable by availing Divine intercessions. 
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RAIN = Matter + Spirit energy    [  Rev.18   09 Jan 2018  ] 

 

About Repetitive Absence of Winter Rains in North India: 

 

Rains and associated weather systems are no fluke 

but a positive form of blessings from Mother Nature 

for welfare of all concerned. As explained earlier on 

page 25, this year again the Western-weather-system 

(WD) has deviated /bypassed north India this winter 

(2017-18), as shown by the sketch. Clouds are indeed contained with energy itself but 

they need another external energy to intensify, move in a certain direction and 

thereafter dissipate as Rain. This need be controlled to meet our country’s demands. 

 

The well integrated & much complexed science of Nature/ Creator needs to be well 

understood to avail natural bounties for the welfare of our weary planet. It is part of 

an evolutionary process which need be well studied, practiced and deeply explored. 

We have with us three faculties at our disposal to gain complete mastery over, as: 

A — Spiritual World 

B — Materialistic World 

C — Wisdom & Skill 

In order to transcend to higher levels of consciousness to achieve improved standards 

of work performance; one need to first learn the art of getting perfect grips with A & 

B, subsequently by proper knowledge & wisdom one can achieve C through practice of 

the same efficiently. But these days people work more with B. The evolved ones also 

work with A, but unconsciously. This aspect need to be enhanced to gain advantages. 

 

Indeed, with the combination of above 3 parameters: great wonders could be availed 

for our Planet but, yet  — upto a certain limit only depending upon our achieved level 

of consciousness. However, our consciousness/ capability would always remain limited 

although we possess within us a particle of God. The higher one ascends towards God 

– the higher capability to perform is achieved automatically as a design of the 

Creator/God who made this universe for us as a playground where we all come again 

& again to practice, workout and demonstrate our capability/skill towards highest 

possible objective with greatest perfection till we ascend to the uppermost stratum 

from where we can sufficiently enough liaise/ react, work with God and avail more 

with regard to every required objective by the process called — “capability to obtain 

the Grace of God (kripa-prapti)” : one has to be well versed with A because the 

language of God is a spiritual-tune which one need to decipher its hidden contents and 

moreover one has to work very hard, steadily with extreme patience and submission. 
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To perform supernatural tasks for the purpose of welfare of the masses we need 

another faculty known as [GRACE+INTENT] from God, where grace contains energy, 

and intent is an approval/intercession/direction from God in conjunction with our 

requirements. Now these combined, should be sufficient enough to achieve ‘that’ 

target, i.e. for the purpose of this article; which could convert matter into Clouds and 

also make them move and dissipate as Rains at a particular place(s). But to avail these 

capability one should have worked in a particular field of action very extensively with 

help of ABC; both mentally & practically. The being of a person takes a desirable 

shape when a person has acquired knowledge/wisdom and practiced the same 

extremely well enough to re-shape/ transform himself towards his sought aspiration. A 

person with only information / knowledge will only be able to see/ observe and make 

predictions and assumptions: primarily, based upon his achieved experience only. 

 

With regard to meteorology i.e. the subject matter of this article: 

 

Most humbly, without malice or criticism, for the purpose of this article, I state that a 

meteorologist is generally a person who has studied science pertaining to 

weather/meteorology, mainly theoretically. As such, he can only observe clouds & 

weather, as in the books and predict weather based upon his acquired knowledge & 

experience but he cannot create weather, so easily. One has to mingle sufficiently 

enough with every type of weather practically, and sufficiently enough to become a 

part of the weather i.e. to be able to convert one’s being partly with the weather itself. 

But yet such person however hard he may try would always remain limited with 

regard to his work-output, in terms of getting grips with the art of creating weather. 

  

Most humbly I submit that: me a person has flown airplanes for several decades from 

ground level to about 40,000feet, am possessed with thorough knowledge about of 

Meteorology as a pilot. I have flown through all weather conditions, tossed about 

extensively to have complete experience of having indulged practically by flying in 

every type of weather i.e. rain, icing, snow, hail, thunderstorms, monsoons, winter, 

summer etc. and have taken the beating of every type of weather to understand the 

characteristics of all kinds of weather. I have now become a close friend/associate of 

weather itself by becoming a part of it through my love, respect and intimacy with it. 

Hence, weather never stings but always loves & cares for me even more than I do. 

Weather is also an energy which is a part of nature. i.e. just like we see people get 

friendly with tigers and lions out of their love and intimacy of factor of togetherness. 

 

Moreover I am also a graduate in Aeronautics and have studied the aerodynamics of 

air-machines besides every type of weather. I also possess the experience of having 
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conducted artificial rain making using airplanes, by cloud seeding technique. Indeed I 

become bound to know more about weather and entire atmospheric patterns around 

the earth envelope after having battered with it all my life. By virtue of experience as 

a pilot/ airman/professional I have converted my being in relationship with weather. 

 

Thereafter, the other factor: I have accomplished intensive study with regard to the 

wisdom about scriptures of SPIRIT energy i.e. spiritual-science which is much needed 

to understand and deploy various applications in regions of higher planes of 

consciousness towards multipurpose sought objectives. For this purpose a lot of study 

and meditation is required which takes more than a single life-span as the study is too 

arduous and made without short-cuts. One can only grasp true essence of spirituality 

by practicing every bit of spiritual knowledge attained; to understand it better. More 

the practice — more would be the conversion/transformation of your being in a 

particular direction. The process is indeed slow & tough as immense sacrifices and 

hardships are required. These are all the various factors which God evaluates before 

releasing a part of his controlled energy, it is not so easy to get Divine intercessions. 

 

Spiritual-science and its contained Energy is the most basic & fundamental energy 

which gave life & birth to everything in the very beginning for this planet. 

Unfortunately due various reasons people deviated away or misused this precious 

science just like today also we observe the common concept within the masses i.e. like 

people who just forget the trunk/roots of the tree but only go towards the fruits only. 

Similarly modern folks found it easier to pursue and explore materialism as it gives  

‘see & touch’ feelings as Joy also, but due ignorance forgot / ignored spiritualism.  

 

Yes, some people/ tantric type person can harness spirit/psychic energy and create 

clouds and do many such stunts like curing the ill etc to some extent but they remain 

subjected to limited applications. Every such achievement is also bound to contain 

sorrow (dukha) because the human intellect is very limited and will always remain 

limited as a creation of the creator, unless you get closer to God. There is nothing in 

this world which can give Joy (sukha) alone. Only God can give you that perennial 

Joy/Ananda/bliss. Our field of action is only a playground to play and go, come again 

and go again; till we finally move in the correct path to understand the purpose of life. 

 

The western-weather-system is a blessing of nature. It need be respected and not called as Western 

Disturbance. It is requested that the concerned authorities must change the name to a more pleasant 

& appropriate name. Learn to respect nature and also correct that which has been done wrong in past 

due ignorance or whatsoever reason if one seeks to obtain blessings from nature.   As common sense? 

 

Please note: I am aware that this bulletin contains several repetitions. I will correct them later when the 

complete article is redone for which I need time.   Please bear it as I too have limited energy, presently. 
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Science behind YAGNA  towards achieving RAINS    

[  Rev.19  16 Jun 2018  ] 

YAGNA is an offering, as a sacrifice of consecrated prayers/worship to God. 

In ancient times yagnas were performed by good sages who would offer 

their acquired/attained energy accumulated as a 

result of various austerities, penance, sacrifices and 

‘Mind-control’ faculties to acquire ‘positive’ energy 

for deployment of such amassed vitality (prana); 

towards achieving certain objectives, as a way of 

life meant for a section of society, at that time.  

But today the scene has changed / transformed 

with requirement of a ‘collective-consciousness’ where citizenry need to 

accomplish a different way of acquiring & accumulating such bounties of 

positive energy: by working dedicatedly at their respective places of action 

within the mainstream of our collective society. With help of such devoted 

spirit of selfless-service (nishkaam-seva); energy-power automatically 

gets accumulated within one’s consciousness which the very individual 

could utilize as and when required, under proper guidance & control.  

Yet, one needs to be very careful with acquired /accumulated energy so as 

to not waste this precious stuff due ignorance or limited intelligence: hence 

let God deploy the same towards needed applications as the Creator has 

unlimited intelligence & capability to accomplish the various required feats.  

Nowadays, simply burning of timber to perform Yagna may have no result 

but instead would add to Pollution & Global warming. There is a big 

difference between ancient & modern transformed life and living systems. 

Similarly, sprinkling water on streets to remove dust is absurd as the dusty 

area which settles down with water spray is immediately replaced by 

surrounding dust. Water is extremely precious in summer, avoid wasting.  

 

TAPASYA:  One who undergoes extreme sacrifices and bears great 

suffering /hardships for the sake of Truth & Righteousness is one who gets 

engaged in Tapasya. With help of such Tapas the individual can accomplish 

great wonders, but, yet one must desist from such temptations. Instead 

submit all the acquired virtues before God/Paramatma who would utilize it 

better at the most appropriate time. One need understand the art of 

surrendering everything before god to avail guaranteed progress in the 

correct direction which could be beneficial to each and every life on Earth. 
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Unfortunately intellectuals out of ignorance prefer demonstrating their 

acquisitions using accumulated Energy. Moreover, it depends which phase 

of the era is active in your worldly system? If you are in the positive era 

then the energy acquired earlier within a negative segment will not work so 

easily. You must have acquired energy out of positive Tapas to make it 

work in the good era i.e. period of virtuous times/ good days. Vedic science 

i.e. spiritual science and its associated energy/wisdom is the most 

elementary and precious substance in the entire cosmos which must be 

well understood if one desires to transcend towards higher planes of 

consciousness. Otherwise one has the liberty to either live a worldly life 

within its limited joy and misery or to terminate the process of one’s rebirth 

 

Our human being is a vessel of invisible energy containing Spirit/Energy in 

and around the physical body where you (true-self) is the controller. As 

long as one wants one may accumulate & control energy as desired, but 

only to a certain limit. If one is wise s/he would rather submit everything 

acquired before God to make his vessel empty for the purpose of 

purification & blessings (Kripa) of God. Such a sanitized & surrendered 

vehicle/vessel is suitable for its occupant (jiva-atma) for its onward travel 

to enable one enter into closer relationship with God and work under total 

harmony & synchronization with the Divine towards higher objectives and 

improved evolutionary progress, beneficial towards every life on the planet. 

 

                                TACKLING GLOBAL WARMING  

This predator has been created out of human ignorance. Now urgent action 

is required to mitigate Global warming before it gobbles the entire planet. 

Answer lies amid the science flowing within us, known as Vedic science: 

1. Frequent Rains: we need to forget the past rain systems and start 

exploring newer possibilities so as to keep the planet cool. This is 

possible by getting into a closer relationship with Nature. Earlier 

Chandigarh would get rains in July but like last year Rains have now 

started in June, partially. More such precipitation with increased 

frequency & widespread applications to other regions could be achieved 

by dedicating efforts towards Truth & Righteousness. Shed all that which 

is evil & corrupt and allow a higher consciousness to work for our welfare 

 

2. Oust trapped gases residing 

within our planet’s envelope which 

is causing Global Warming. This is 

possible by using Divine intercessions to successfully trigger and deploy 
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accretion-disc or worm/black-hole technology (divine machines) which 

could eradicate undesirable accumulated gases in our environment to 

reduce global warming. The entire planet could become like heaven to 

dwell within and enjoy nature. It is possible if we commence striving 

meticulously towards getting into closer covenant with nature/ Creator. 

 

India has a vast potential of learned ones who have attained great amount 

of wisdom but remain more eager to quit the world as an escape from the 

bondages & grips of materialistic problems, by leaning more towards that 

portion of spiritual-ness which would deliver one away from this world and 

its associated anomalies. This is not the correct solution today. If a person 

has attained true wisdom; such a learned one need to practice the same in 

one’s field of action with the complete spirit of dedicated selfless-service 

towards the masses. If such individual experiences difficulties and is unable 

to tread on this correct path firmly it would mean that the acquired skill & 

wisdom is yet imperfect or insufficient. Indeed scriptures do profess about 

Salvation (moksha), but, to enable one tackle the evil claws of this world 

better and get well equipped with help of true sense of wisdom, under 

perfect synthesis of Spirit & God to work more comfortably within the 

toughest pangs of materialistic world and its spasms because such ones 

would remain unaffected by evil/worldliness. Their object is to work under 

perfect synchronization with higher planes of consciousness so as to 

promote the Will and Love of God to help all enjoy greater Beauty and Joy.  

 

Onset of a changed / Monsoon system for India:  

 

1. Last Winter (Nov.17-Apr.18) the routine 

western weather system (WD) again 

deviated northward as shown in the 

sketch with blue arrows by-passing North 

India and moving the moisture laden 

clouds over to China. This anomaly is 

undesirable for India. The western 

weather should travel eastward so as to bless North India with winter 

rains. This is an error which has developed in the recent years and can be 

corrected using wisdom available within Vedic Science and allied wisdom. 

We all collectively need the requisite determination to achieve this target. 
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2. This Summer (June) again this year the South-western monsoon system 

has been replaced by an Eastern Weather 

system by virtue of which significant weather 

got established in the Bay of Bengal which  

carried weather into India by delivering moisture 

/clouds westward into India from East and far-

East as shown in the sketch. This system is 

better than the past South-Western inputs as it 

appears to be distributing weather all around 

the country by end of May & in June. We need 

not wait for July to get monsoon in Northern 

parts of the country. This Easterly system could become more efficient if it 

could be made to commence around mid-May after collection of the Rabi 

crop and to also deliver a good Kharif crop with a proper monsoon system.  

 

Transformation — need for improved Weather Systems for India. 

Like last year, again this time Chandigarh received monsoon rains w.e.f. 

1st June2018 followed with subsequent frequent rains, as explained earlier 

as a new budding Weather System which also brings in cooler weather from 

North which has consequentially brought down the max. temperature in the 

region. Chandigarh received 6 rainy days in the last 16 days. This need be 

enhanced by collective inputs from public because it is a common effort 

which brings required changes within our ambience. Objective must be to 

avail sanctified Rains without any flood havoc or destruction i.e. smooth & 

fine drizzle to relax the mind with its associated melody*. Every human is 

a potential part of God; this miniscule participant can be sufficient to 

transform our weary weather systems to be made more effective /efficient.   

 

There is no point of creating monsoon propaganda; there was no SW 

monsoon at all this year 2018, so far. Weather from East moved across the 

south peninsula which delivered rains in South due reasons as already 

mentioned earlier: weather/ rains/ cyclones also gets created by the 

agitations /vibrations within the human mind, either individually or 

collectively as part of nature function related to ‘cause & effects’ 

philosophy. Concerned authorities must apprise the public with truth. 

Similarly, public was not advised about deviation of western weather 

system (WD) last winter season too, which brings in rain during winter? 

Pubic inputs are extremely important especially when the governance is not 

sufficiently efficient. Public output would have corrected the error to restore 

the path back into India to bring Rains from west. India too could also 
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enjoy frequent rains and other such pleasant inputs from nature in the form 

of blessings like China & several other S-East countries, as sanctifications.  

* Rain melody: this is nature’s music just like the divine music (naad) heard 

during deep meditation. One need have various types of plantations in the 

backyard bearing different type of leaves. When rain, drizzle & fine drizzle fall on 

these leaves during monsoon a very soothing melody gets released. This tune gets 

a finer rhythm with light & variable gentle winds, by turning around the leaves.  

 

Economy, welfare and progress with respect to every life on planet depend 

also upon how much we can get out of the soil. To extract more out of the 

soil we need help of nature to put more energy into the soil i.e. to deliver 

us timely rains & reset disturbed eco-systems. Every time it rains; an un-

noticeable input from nature also gets into the soil besides the water part 

of it. Such inputs are only possible if we can appease Divine to play along 

with us, more consciously within God’s created worldly / materialistic 

existence (maya). This achievement to avail more from Divine Spirit-

energy into our various depleted systems is the most pertinent need of the 

time towards a swift recovery to evolve our sluggish systems more rapidly. 

Every section of our society /offices/workplaces must perform efficiently 

with a spirit of fair-play, transparency & accountability. The negativity in 

our systems is yet powerful enough to retard rapid progress. It be well 

realized that nothing more can be achieved within our transformed era by 

means of foul-play or by supporting evil practices. One cannot worship God 

and Satan together. (Indeed Satan too holds good control over power, but 

the same remains limited and it only works during different times as it 

worked in past with that-time’s evil, corrupt and inefficient governance). 

Vedic science possesses everything within its garb and must be made 

available for the youth to understand in the most suitable fashion. The flow 

of spirit energy within and around our environment is the master player 

which need be tapped for suitable applications towards resolving various 

outdated practices and its associated problems prevailing in our society. 

  

Sanskrit learning is NOT essential as every portion of such specialized sciences is available 

in English and other languages. Complete wisdom of Vedic i.e. spiritual science can also be 

conceived thru the unified process of direct perception from its originator by carefully 

engaging the mind deployed under intense contemplation & meditation, as various past 

seers could achieve. Indeed Upanishads & Gita have to be well understood and practiced in 

every section of our life-style & society before trying handling with spirit energy & higher 

domains of consciousness. Scriptures show correct path for human life to be treaded upon, 

as designed by the Creator. Indeed arduous studies are required to get better grips with it. 
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   Control over rains & other accessible natural resources — it’s  

expertise, virtues, & associated applications. [Rev.20  25 Dec 2018 ] 

This year too alike last time Indian monsoon brought distressing floods at 

many places in the country, especially Kerala and drought in some regions 

destroying precious life & property and upsetting habitats and ecosystems. 

Similarly, winter rains which set in from November remained absent till now 

dodging North India as explained and shown in page 53, in last article. 

Indeed conventional science has been able to successfully detect & 

evaluate effects of nature’s such aspect of creation but could not provide 

means to control the process of Rain-making & its associated applications. 

The purpose of rains is to use it as a resource to fetch blessings of nature 

which nourishes the soil with added nutrients, minerals & food. It is not just 

water droplets falling down from the skies, as the ignorant mind perceives. 

 

We indeed cannot use human senses to see God, but, yet we all possess 

the faculty of an inner eye to explore & experience the availability of Spirit 

energy. This precious substance can lead to deliver humankind away from 

present hordes of misery, adversaries & adversities. Our learned scholars 

and scientists must struggle to find means to explore this arena, in future. 

Ignorance compelled human intelligence & endeavor to have divested away 

more towards materialistic science by ignoring merits of spiritual science. 

 

The main objective for the learned ones in past was to seek salvation 

/redemption (moksha & mukti) so as to free one from rebirth as an escape 

route from worldly problems. Even today the objective remains same —

which will only fetch you a merger, but, after merger you will not enjoy 

experiences as you will lose the body-mind faculty. In this regard it is 

stated that if a person works truthfully & righteously in one’s field of action 

towards its utmost saturation; a point would arrive when he would not feel 

the need to strive towards salvation/redemption any more. This is what 

happened with Arjun, the hero of the Mahabharata. In spite of having every 

possible weaponry attained through arduous sacrifices & struggles he 

remained to be weaker before his foes. God has made it like this. When 

lord Krishna imbibed him about the importance of devotion & surrender 

(bhakti & samarpan): Arjun could yet not get out his mental framework 

which kept him under captivity of his limited intelligence. It was only when 

the lord blessed him with the opening of his ‘inner eye’ he could realize the 

merits of a higher consciousness. Today after about 5000 years human-

kind is again confronted with the same kind of situation and need to find 
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solutions, as this weary planet and our world has reached a point from 

where its onward progress remains stalled.  This need to be revived soon. 

 

About need of achieving salvation/redemption: let it remain to be a function 

of God to automatically decide & bestow the same, at the correct time. First 

one need be like a baby-monkey which clings on firmly to her mother and 

later like the baby-cat who need not do anything but her mother carries it 

to its destination. Try becoming one whom god picks up in his arms and 

takes care of everything. God first takes the worldly life away till you are 

left alone with God and nothing else to possess or cling on to. It is indeed 

true that the process gets tougher and tougher as you move upward and its 

makes it very painful and difficult (almost impossible) which at times 

makes one lean more towards liberation than continuing present life in the 

body. If one assumes to be the physical body/mind then the material world 

is the destination to quench desires of the senses but if one realizes to be 

the soul (atma) then the Supreme Soul (Paramatma) becomes the new 

destination to travel. Speed of travel can be adjusted to suit the individual. 

 

 It is the spirit of true devotion, surrender and faith which can ONLY make 

God bless his Grace (kripa) into human(s) by which alone one can 

transcend to those higher realm or proximity from where one could avail 

anything from God. Such worthy ones enjoy both; the material & spiritual 

nectar of nature. This amrit ras has all the power within. Trap it, deploy it, 

but; only with approval of the Creator. Not otherwise, it has been made so. 

But, for this one need to remain within her/his physical body to enjoy that 

instead of seeking to shed the same in pursuit of salvation or redemption. 

 

Purpose of inserting this elite science in the field of meteorology is because 

the grace of god in the form of controlled energy towards desirable Rains 

has become the most needed ingredient now for the onward evolutionary 

progress for this planet and its occupants as it could change the entire life 

and characteristics of every life upon Earth. It can also mitigate Air 

Pollution which has become a major predator. We need understand the 

ways & technique to tap this source and deploy the same towards a major 

transformation much needed today, or, remain at the mercy of unabated 

pangs of undesirable rains, floods and associated miseries. The use of 

various austerities (tapas), yagna, sacrifices, psychic control and other such 

means of control is made redundant. The correct way now is KRIPA. This 

contains that virtue by which one could be able to withstand every 

opponent and succeed working in conjunction with God, as his instruments.  


